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Kelios the prophecy deals with topics that may be offensive or hurt the sensibilities of some. Any reference to acts of cruelty, violence or
discrimination is only the ref lection of a fantasy world inspired by human history and adapted here in a playful guise. It does not want to represent in
any way the ideologies of either the authors or the collaborators and does not want to induce, incite or encourage criminal, defamatory, discriminatory
or violent acts. Any reference to existing people, facts, symbols or ideologies that actually happened is purely coincidental and does not intend to offend
anyone.
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The prophecy
“None can escape their past. Not even the gods. The
time will come for them to face their fears, their regrets,
pain, and misgivings. They will be tempted to look the
other, to deny what is around them, wishing for it to be
but a f igment of their imagination. But their past still
looms, it always has. Their sight, clouded with tears, will
trick them, their hearts will attempt to put a past they
want to forget to rest. But the screaming shall never
stop, neither around them nor in their very minds.
In my dreams such I heard.
The gods will be called once again to walk among us, to
ride the relentless waves, to harness the might of the
wind a brindle the eternal f lame. The believers will rejoice
in their presence as the faithless lament their foolish
arrogance, but there shall be no time for joy nor sadness.
The divines left us and will return for the Last Conf lict.
An uncertain destiny peeks from the horizon, one of which
we shall not be witnesses, but the very artif icers.
In my dreams, such I saw.
He who was shattered and abandoned shall return,
with destructive wrath, to complete what the f irstborn
lacked the heart to do and extinguish the last blade
of light and forever snuff the Evershine. Beneath
his eyes, madness will take the plains of the Last
Conf lict and He shall not be alone. At His side, the
Fruit of Discord shall breach the Paradox, excised but not
eradicated. Rent, but not uprooted. She Who Neither
Lives Nor Dies shall march again, side by side with whom
almost killed Her, for Her hatred for He who held in His
deadly grasp the heart of Her Father is even greater.
And Her sentence to the First Judge shall be meted out.
With them, the Queen of the Abyss, she who plots in the
silent depths and covets the stars more than anything
else, shall plunge up in oblivion and desperation. And their
three armies shall f ind no match.
In my dreams, such I saw.
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First, the Silver Ram shall descend his throne of stone
and lava, his armor glinting in the f ires of the stars as
they soar the skies into the ground. Proud he will stand
in the face of impending doom, uncaring of being the f irst
and alone, for he is the god of valor and courage, and,
though aware of the uneven match, the Lord of Crows
shall make ready to face his f inal judgment. Quake he shall
behind the three armies, but shall not waver nor retreat,
for he is bound to f ight in this deadly duel and shall do so
beside the brave warriors of the past. Then he shall bend
to the inevitable defeat and crows shall circle over his
broken body, accompanying him in his last journey as they
feast on his f lesh. Fall shall the Warrior, giving others
the will to dare. The Deceiving Mistress shall caress her
dying brother for one last time before stealing the stars.
Content, she will leave the battle, retreating once her
purpose is fulf illed.

her brother’s throat as she did with her Father, but her
ferocity shall not suff ice. The Huntmistress shall seek her
younger brother for help that will never be. Xaos’ twin
shall witness with fearful respect and yield to his furious
ride as the Huntress, too, retreats to protect her pack.
In my dreams, such I saw and such I, now, fear.”
Alaril, Seer of the Cosmos.

In my dreams, such I saw.
Two shall march. Three shall band together against them
in a weak alliance. The Ibis shall lift off his throne and cross
the portal with his two siblings and their armies, f lying
over the world from the high heavens. He shall witness the
world willed by the Last Keeper and wrought by the
f ive siblings and shall open the Ancient Tome of
his father. His incantations shall shake the earth,
taking a life of their own as they wreak relentless
havoc on the Goddess of the Red Earth. She shall yield to
such power and be sealed forever in her own world, the
Paradox, never to return. Each and every magic, however,
wears the life essence thin, even that of the gods, and,
withered, the Ibis shall fall, never to f ly again.
In my dreams, such I saw.
Only one shall march. The Wolf and the Cunning, side
by side, shall wait for the arrival of Xaos, shaking the
hard rock and rending deep wounds in it as he rides with
impetuous purpose. The War Maiden shall sink her fangs in
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Chapter 1

Preface
Chapter 1 - Preface

The Role-Playing Game

The Weaver

Prepare to delve into a fantastic adventure on the
wings of action, imagination and acting (with a few
good rules and a dash of good luck, of course!) and an
incredibly diverse and surprising world.

The Weaver is the player the others task with telling
the communal story, as well the only one with an idea
of its plot, details, and potential outcomes. In other
RPGs, this role is called Gamemaster or GM. Theirs is
the task of harmonizing the actions of the players and
adapt the course of the plot to them. To sum up, the
Weaver, then, is:

A role-playing game shares elements with a theater
play, although the main plot is woven and evolves
around the actions of its players in a shared, interactive
story. You, with your choices and the interpretation of
your characters, to shape the future of the game!

The Player Characters (PCs)
Role-playing is much more than rolling dice to move
a character or have them fight. Much like an actor, you
will interpret that character; after all, there cannot be
a story without a protagonist! You, alongside the other
players, are the core of the plot. Unlike other games,
then, RPGs provide the best experience when you
fully immerse you in your character, understand their
motivations, desires, fears, hesitations, and bravery
and breathe life into their very being.
Imagine: you can play an old sailor and address your
companions shouting “Crew!” or call out phrases like
“Hard to starboard!”
Immersing into one’s character is not just a lot of fun,
but also very important. Feel free to let your creativity
run wild!
The PC is, then, the alter ego of the player inside the
game world and their most important method to
interact with it.
However, in this book you will notice that
we address you as the Player when talking about
the rules and to you as the Character when they
interact with the imaginary game world.

* The narrator: they determine the pace of the
story and describes the various encounters and
challenges the players will be facing.
* An actor: they play all the other creatures the
characters will interact with over the course of
the narration (commonly known as Non-Player
Characters or NPCs for short).
* Teh referee: every proper game features rules,
that the Weaver is tasked with, when necessary,
enforcing and making rulings about. Thus, the
Weaver is required to have a deep knowledge of
the rules, to better know when to adapt them to
what is happening at the table for the sake of a
more pleasant gaming experience.
The rules in this book, in fact, are meant to help the
Weaver to balance the game and make the adventures
feel more real and immersive, but they are just
guidelines they can always modify for the sake of fun.

The Non-Player Characters (NPCs)
The players and their PCs will meet a selection of
creatures and other characters in their adventures,
interpreted and moved by the Weaver. Through
them, the Weaver provides information to the
PCs, hinders them, or helps them throughout their
time playing. NPCs do not “play” in the sense that the
other players do, because they are, for all intents and
purposes, a gameplay and plot device, hence why all
the creatures the Weaver moves are called Non-Player
Characters.

EXAMPLE
Your Player Character must climb a rock wall. To do so, you the
Player might be called for a Might Check.
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Gaming Accessories
The Character Sheet
It is a record of a player-character containing whatever
details, game statistics, background information, and
notes a player needs during a play session.

! QUICK START !
This QuickStart does not include the rules for game cards and
tokens. Follow us, because they will be available in the f inal release
of the game.

Those delving into the world of Role-Playing
Games and Kelios: the prophecy for the
first time can explore and choose one of the pregenerated characters included in the adventure
“Wraith Hunters” in the Appendix of this book.

The dice
Resolving those actions that can radically change
the course of events of the player characters in an
adventure involves the use of the common six-sided
dice (D6). The maximum amount of dice a player can
roll in any given test can be over 10, so make sure you
have a good amount on hand.
Remember! When asked to divide the amount of
dice to roll by any number, unless otherwise specified.
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The Weaver’s screen
The Weaver’s Screen is a game accessory used by,
you guessed it, the Weaver to hide all the relevant data
related to the game session from the players in order
to not spoil the plot of the story. It also hides any dice
rolls made by the Weaver that he or she does not want
players to see. In addition, it has tables and other
essential information the Weaver may need quick
access to during gametime.

Preface

Player Character creation
The first step for every player is to imagine and
create their player character, who will be thrust to
face incredible adventures in the world of Kelios: the
prophecy.
Grab a Character Sheet (that you can find at the
end of this volume or can download for free at www.
keliostheprophecy.com), a pencil, an eraser, some sixsided dice and a healthy dose of imagination: making
a new character is easy and exciting!

SNEAKY HINT

For now, though, you just need to know the 6
Ancestral Bloodlines:

2) Define their Guild Paths
3) Define their Creed

* the Draconiars

* the Orkmars

* the Dwardurs

* the Primordials

* the Elfkins

* the Humankind

4) Imagine their identity and Background story

The Guild Paths

5) Determine their profile

“Why take by force what cunning gifts? How could
one forget the power of song, that bridles the arcane, or
taste the divine infinity of the majesty of creation?”

6) Choose their Masteries
7) Buy their starting equipment
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The imaginary world of the Wide Lands where the
adventures of Kelios: the prophecy are set in offers
its players a unique wealth of cultures.
Every player can choose between 24 different
Ancestral Bloodlines, each hailing from one of the
6 original Ancestries (see Chapter 2 for their stories,
society and traditions), thus benefiting from their lists
of Ancestral Masteries.

1) Choose their Ancestral Bloodline

http://kickstarter.com/projects/kelios/kelios-the-prophecy-rpg

“And when the sun dies down and the stars soar in the
night sky, we stop to contemplate the silence cradling the
Wide Lands with its mysteries, wealth and wonders.”

Fear not, though! If you do not have the time or
are at your first sheet, we prepared 5 pre-generated
characters for you, ready to be used, in the “Wraith
Hunters” adventure. Ready to set out?

Here are the 7 simple steps to follow to make a
new character:

Follow us on Kickstarter:

The Ancestral Bloodlines

The next step consists in defining the profession,
specialization or vocation of one’s character,
henceforth simply known as their Guild
Paths. Each of the 8 Guild Paths is defined by two
separate Specializations, each with its own Guild
Masteries to combine and discover. They not only
offer a solid base for the interpretation of the character,
but a unique play style as well. Explore the strengths of
each Guild, as your adventure is just about to begin.

* Bard

* Explorer

* Barbarian

* Warrior

* Cleric

* Scoundrel

* Druid

* Sorcerer
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Preface

The creed

Character Attributes

“They walked among us, they created and cared for
us, taught us how to survive. They crossed the Last
Oblivion, then, and of them we knew nothing
more, though their life essence still shows us
the path and the weaves our destinies.”

All characters have a set of attributes to describe characters’ physical and mental characteristics. There are 6
primary physical attributes (Defence, Melee, Ranged, Might, Handicraft, Movement) and 6 primary mental
attributes (Readiness, Willpower, Charisma, Wisdom, Perception, Stealth). Then, there are the secondary
physical attribute Health Points and the secondary mental attribute Focus Points.

It is now time to choose which deity inspires
the personal life path of your character, a feature that
is especially important to access the Class Masteries
of Clerics and activate some of the game dynamics
of Kelios: the prophecy. This choice demands
the character to adhere to some degree to the ideals
of the deity or cult they follow, but can be changed
during game time if the character feels that divine
power is not for them anymore. Otherwise, in a
purely utilitarian move, the character may address
different deities depending on their needs in the
moment. Overall, all ancestries recognize the
existence of the gods because they saw their
actions first-hand, but may have differing
interpretations of the Prophecy, opinions
on whether they will walk the earth again
or on their role in the coming future.
* Anyia

* Kelios

* Camar

* Mithrios

* Faahls

* Silistra

* Heres

* Xaos

The identity
It is now time to flesh out the identity of this
new character, giving them a name, age, sex, gender,
physical appearance, their personality, values, fears
and backstory, to access their Background Masteries.
The more details you add, the more diverse plot hooks
you will have available to play, so have at it!

Health Points (HP): quantifies the amount of
physical damage a character can withstand before
dying.
Defence (Def): defines the skill of a character in
deflecting blows, parrying, dodging projectiles and
even their luck in not being hit. The higher the Defence
score, the less likely is a character to be wounded.
Melee (Mel): defines the mastery of a character
with melee weapons. The higher their Melee score, the
likelier is a character to inflict damage with short, onehanded, two-handed, or hafted weapons.

EXAMPLE
Andrea is playing a tabletop RPG for the f irst time, so they choose
to follow the suggestions in this book to create their character.
Athough at their f irst experience, Andrea does not want to use
a pre-generated character, to better express themselves, so
they f irst read the available Ancestral Bloodlines, takes a look
at their pictures, and chooses the f ierce, though at times
misunderstood, Orkmar.
Then, Andrea chooses the tribe of the Southern Seas, feeling it is
closer to what they want to play for that character. Class wise,
although they do not want to go through the whole list just yet,
Andrea is drawn by the Explorer, because they like to travel and see
the world around them, and the Warrior, to see what a brave and
f ierce character would play and feel like.
Their guts, however, tell Andrea to choose the Explorer, not last
because it is in tune with choosing to gradually learn about the rules
by playing the game instead of reading the whole book f irst.

Ranged (Rng): defines the ability of a character to
hit their targets with ranged weapons. The higher their
Ranged score, the likelier the character is to inflict
damage with weapons such as bows, crossbows and
firearms.
Might (Mig): represents the character’s sheer
might and the higher the score, the less likely they
are to suffer from debilitating effects such as
Bleed, Burning or Poison.

Focus Points (FP): the inner strength of every living
being that allows them to perform legendary feats of
strength, commune with the gods and power their
magic.
Readiness (Rea): defines how quick to react a
character is and the sharpness of their reflexes, as well
as their overall coordination.
Willpower (Wil): the character’s mental fortitude
and their capacity to resist domination, fear, and the
charms of others.
Charisma (Cha): the character’s force of personality,
charm and their air of authority, as well as their
capacity to channel divine powers.
Wisdom (Wis): the character’s practice with studying,
the sharpness of their wit and their affinity to magic.
Perception (Per): the character’s observation skills,
the sharpness of their senses and natural instincts.
Stealth (Stl): the character’s skill in moving
unseen and unheard.

Handicraft (Hnd): quantifies the character’s skill in
precision and fine manipulation tasks, such as opening
locks, defusing traps or picking somebody’s pocket
Movement (Mov): determines the character’s
walking speed on a flat surface. The higher this score,
the faster the character moves.

To choose their Creed, Andrea asks Lance, the Weaver for that
campaign, who knows both the rules and the setting well, and, after a
chat, they agree that the better f it for the character and Andrea’s
style of play is Camar.
Hence, Andrea will play Thrag Mor, an Orkmar cartographer traveling
on board the Arana, a small vessel that trades in gold spice.
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Masteries
Masteries are a selection of feats and talents a player
can choose from to grow the power of their character
by spending the Mastery Points (MP) gathered during
gameplay for legendary deeds. As a general rule:
* every time a character gains Experience Point
(XP), they also gain as many MP;
* every successful legendary deed grants 1 MP;
* every failed legendary deed costs 1 MP.
A character can hold a maximum of 120 Mastery
Points at any given time. There are four kinds of
Masteries:
* Ancestral Masteries are skills innate to the
ancestral bloodline the character belongs to;
* Guild Masteries skills and abilities taught by
guilds and corporation and tied to the Class of
a character;
* Background Masteries tied to the region the
character comes from and its history, society
and culture, from the lowest of street traditions
to the loftiest codes and covenants;
* Legendary Masteries, those abilities attained
only by the worthiest, whose fame outshines the
stars and proved the strength of their inner steel
the world over.

Preface

Each Mastery is described by the following
information:

Human Dynasty I

2

1

Humans are surprisingly versatile and adaptable, often learning to
survive the harshest environments.
LV1
1 MP
1 Focus Point
Istant

3

6

4

5

7

Choose 1 physical attribute (Def, Mel, Rng, Mig, Hnd
or Mov) to permanently specialize in. Once chosen, it
cannot be changed. At any moment, the character can
spend 1 Focus Point to receive a Mod+2 bonus to its
Attribute Check.

Equipment
Choosing the character’s initial equipment is the last
step before play.
In creation, each character has 5 gold coins (GC), 5
silver coins (SC) and 5 copper coins (CC) available,
but they will earn more during their adventures to buy
necessities, find shelter, pay informants, repair broken
equipment and purchase many different items.
Everything is possible, when money is involved,
even being robbed!
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1. the Mastery Name: each is unique, for ease of
identification;
2. a Caption, with some in game, narrative context;
3. any Prerequisites, other Masteries the PC must
already have unlocked in order to obtain this
one;

REMINDER
There are 5 copper coins to 1 silver and 5 silvers to a gold one.
Also, 1 silver coin is roughly the cost of a day’s worth of food for
the average adult.

4. the minimum LV the character must be to unlock
this Mastery;
5. the Mastery’s Cost in Mastery Points (MP).
6. the Activation, whether Permanent, if it is
always active, or by spending Focus or Action
Points (or both).

QUICK START
This book does provide only a detailed description of the
equipment of the pre-generated characters, but a full list will be
available in the f inal release.

7. if the Mastery is not Permanent, its Duration
specifies however many Turns or Rounds it lasts.
Instant Mastery end immediately after being
Activated;
8.

the full Description of the Mastery.

EXAMPLE
Richard has just f inished Amanda’s character sheet, a human
warrior devout to Mithrios. During creation, the PC is LV 1 and
has only 1 MP available. Because Amanda is human, she can choose
the “Human Dynasty I” Ancestral Mastery, while the Warrior
Class offers her two Guild Masteries: “Recruit’s Training” for the
Warleader Specialization and “Combat Stance” in the Strategist
one. All 3 these Masteries cost 1 Mastery Point each, so, after some
thinking, Richard decides “Combat Stance” f its Amanda and their
play style better and chooses to spend their 1 MP to learn it.
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Chapter 2

Bloodlines and guilds
Chapter 2 - bloodlines and guilds

* The Lineage of Aman: one day, we shall land
again on the glorious capital of Aman, reborn
from the sands. We shall restore her temples to
their ancestral splendour, reforge the golden
ring and with it give new life to Aman, our
progenitor.
* The Lineage of Glehadar: the mightier our
prey, the greater our strength in killing it. The
more ferocious, the braver we are to hunt it. The
greater the challenge, the greater the honour to
boast.
* The Lineage of Ipha: five are the chamaks,
the blazes burning in all things. Creating,
protecting, and destroying, the flow inside
and around us, burning through our
bodies in their purest form.
* The Lineage of Nhar: dark is their past,
those who forged the Old Pillars to open rifts
and swiftly reach any corner of our world, their
magic boundless, dangerous, feared and hated.
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* The Runesingers: we are no minstrels, poets,
troubadours, or jesters, for the runes harness
an immense power we struggle to contain
ourselves. They seek but a way out, to which our
song is the key.

* The Sybÿs kin: their skin is purplish, at times
blue or the colour of lead. I do not think these
are the effects of the sea, rather their natural skin
colour. Under the pale lights of my laboratory,
their hair shines gentle ivory.

* The Lorecarvers: we are tasked with preserving
history, without censorship, omission, or
rhetoric. We keep the chronicles; we are the last
bulwark of history and will defend the legacy of
the peoples and Ages to come.

* The Taevär kin: we finally arrived in Valtameri,
the City of Alabaster. Though many consider it
to be but a figment of ancient legends, it is right
there, before our eyes; the City of Alabaster soars
through the heavens, unchanged, translucent,
transparent, and barely noticed by the untold
masses below.

* The Depthcrawlers: the call us unworthy,
look down to us with arrogantly, as if we were
not fit to be witnessed by their haughty eyes.
We are the forsaken, the rejected, the ones to be
ashamed of, but they have no idea of the power
of our creations. For them, we are the dusteaters, the dwellers of the dark, those who slither
in the shadows. We are the Depthcrawlers, and
proudly so.
* The Shieldbreakers: we are the last line of
Defence, the last bulwark, for the sentients on
this world. Unbeknownst to them, we stand as
the wardens of this world, staving off the end.
We shall march into battle by the side of our
Father Mithrios in the great plains of the Last
Conflict, as it is foretold, and when our final
sacrifice will come, we shall be ready to face it.

* The Dedünar kin: we need not to shackle our
spirits with blood and metal. Nature offers us
everything and we give everything back to it.
Our bodies are temples of the passing of
seasons, our manes shifting as they follow the
tree canopies.
* The Embëryl kin: did you ever have the feeling
of not being sure whether you are awake or still
sleeping? For too long we have been victim of
this silent torpor. They shall not be back. There
is no prophecy. It is time to wake up and take
control of our own destiny.

* The Tribes of the Southern Seas: it is said
some of them never set foot on dry land, that
they have never left their vessels and their realm
is the endless southern seas. They are the raiders
of the waves and when their flags soar the skies
one better be at peace with one’s gods, for the
reavers of the seas never leave survivors.
* The Tribes of the Swamplands: the honour,
prestige, and wedding of an orkmar depend on
how many human heads they bring. However,
they also are skilled woodworkers, carving
mangrove trees to honour their ancestors,
placate the spirits of the dead and bring harmony
and inner strength to the community.
* The Tribes of the Steppes of
Sorrows: nomads living in the remote lands
of Orthug. In summertime, they seek fresh
pastures for their herds, while during the winter
months, when the fur of their prey is thicker,
they hunt with their royal eagles, honouring an
ancient tradition handed down from father to
son since time immemorial.
* The Tribes of the Sea of Beasts: capable of
surviving the unforgiving heat of the Asmaran
Desert, they are renowned traders and explorers
with a refined cuisine who have survived
cataclysms that brought many other peoples
low.
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Bloodlines and guilds

* The Ateshborn: we burn with ardour like
wildfires, unstoppable, inevitable. Our eternal,
divine, essence is a testament to the greatness of
our creator and, by extension, our very ancestry.
Bound, but not broken.

* The Åseral dynasty: powerful warriors and
skilled sailors from the cold lands of Norsk.
Honour and family are the cornerstones of their
culture, alongside superstition and the fear of
the supernatural.

* The Irinborn: we were brought below decks
with extreme ferocity, the steel of our shackles
tearing at our wrists, ankles, and necks. They
blinded us in the dark and we felt the pangs of
hunger, to turn us into hopeless servants. We
knew that the next starlit sky we would have
witnessed was bound to be a different one.

* The Darakar dynasty: generally shorter, the
Darakar have skin the colour of tobacco, a
particular fondness for tattoos and are bound
to the will of the Sunwrights, who choose their
regent, the Child Prophetess.

* The Enlilborn: looking like children not older
than five or six, they like causing mischief
such as stealing kitchen tools, puff into
the ears of sleepers to wake them or leave
hearth soot footprints all over the house.
* The Drysborn: light-footed we walk on
leaves, in a forest we how grown to call home.
The songs of our brethren echo in the trees and
you, usurper, invader, destroyer of creation,
heed our laments. This song is for you, for it is
our hymn to life, the song of a victory to come.
Come, come and face us. Our voice shall be the
last you will hear.
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* The Kami dynasty: many consider their elegant
and delicate features to be the most beautiful
and graceful of all humans and yet their militant
queen Utra Iyo-no-musume and her Sisterhood
are the most feared warriors in the Wide Lands.
*
The Munih dynasty: living in
the Wide Lands, they are inquisitive and
hardworking souls who cannot remain for
long in the same place and spend much time
studying and working the arts. They are skilled
with words and have united the Central Fiefs
under the great kingdom of Orynn through the
noble art of diplomacy alone.
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Chapter 3

The Gameplay

Game modes
Exploration mode

Event mode

A group is considered in Exploration Mode when
focusing on interaction between the characters and the
game world and keeping rigorous track of character
actions is not crucial for the narration, such as when
the group is traveling the countryside or exploring the
empty tunnels in a dungeon after they have cleared
them of NPCs.

When keeping track of time and the order the actions
happen in, the Weaver shifts to Event Mode, such as
when the group fights a monstrous creature, tries to
take a bag full of coins from a sailor is must navigate a
trap. In Event Mode are four Phases to a Round.

Time, in Exploration Mode, is told by a sequence of
Rounds and its three distinct Phases.
* Initial Phase
* Decision Phase
* Action Phase
When all three are done, the Round ends and a new
one begins.

The Initial Phase
The players verify which Conditions (see further
down below) apply to their characters and apply their
effects in the following order: Black, Red, Yellow
and Green.

The Decision Phase
The players are free to discuss what to do; any player
can speak at any moment, exactly like friends do
around a table. The Weaver, of course, must make
sure everybody at the table can say their piece
and then asks the players what actions their
PC’s intent to take.

The Action Phase
Players take their actions at the same time, with the
Weaver narrates them and how they interact with the
REMINDER
At any moment, the Weaver can shift from Exploration Mode to
Event Mode.

surrounding world.
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* Initial Phase
* Decision Phase
* Action Phase
* Recovery Phase
When all four are done, the Round ends and a new
one begins.

Action Points
In Event Mode, Action Points allow players to
quantify the complexity of the actions their characters
take and define the order in which they happen during
the following Action Phase.
When the group enters Event Mode, every character
has 10 Action Points available to spend during the
Decision Phase and then recover at the end of the
Round, during the Recovery Phase.
The Action Points Bar is an easy tool to keep track
of a character’s available Action Points at any moment
during a Round.

The Initial Phase

The Recovery Phase

The Initial Phase remains as it is during Exploration
Mode.

All PCs and NPCs recover an amount of Action
Points equal to their Readiness minus their Fatigue
Level, as per the table below.

The Decision Phase

Fatigue reduces Action Points recovery, up to a
minimum of +1AP, at the following rate.

During the Decision Phase, both players and Weaver
alternate in taking Turns. The player controlling
the character with the lowest Readiness score still
conscious declares their action for their next Action
Phase first.
The Weaver then tells them how many Action Points
that action they just described costs and the player
subtracts them from the Action Points Bar of their
character.
Then, the other players take their Turn in the same
way, according to the Readiness score in ascending
order.
Should more than one character have the same
Readiness score, they roll 1d6 and who obtains the
best result takes their Turn first.
A high Readiness score then, grants a considerable
strategic advantage by allowing the player to wait to
see what other characters do and act accordingly.

SNEAKY TIP
Numerous NPCs in the same scene might force the Weaver
to dedicate them more time than the characters and slow the
game down. To avoid that, we recommend dividing NPCs
between Main and Horde, considering the former as their own
characters and the latter as drawing from a communal Action
Points Bar.

* Yellow: Tired

-1 PA

* Red: Winded

-2 PA

* Black: Exhausted -3 PA
Readiness

1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9+

AP Recovery

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

Interruption
What happens if, during the Action Phase, a new
actor (PC or NPC, it does not matter) enters the
scene? How to handle a new encounter in an event
that is already going on? Easy enough: the event has
been Interrupted.
1. Define the turn sequence for the Decision Phase.
2. The actor that has just entered the scene has
a number of available Action Points equal to
the highest of the characters still to take their
declared action.
3. According to the new game order, the actors who
have not yet taken their action do so and can
confirm or change the one they declared before.

Each colour in the Action Points Bar represents a
level of Fatigue.
* Green: Fresh

The Action Phase

* Yellow: Tired

During the Action Phase, both players and Weaver
alternate in taking Turns. The player controlling the
character with the highest Action Points still available
and still conscious declares their action, narrating it
with the help of the Weaver. Then, the others do the
same according to their Action Points in descending
order. Should more than one character have the same
amount of Action Points left, the order of play is set by
the higher Readiness score. If even this is still a draw,
decide by rolling 1d6.

* Red: Winded
* Black: Exhausted
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EXAMPLES OF ACTIONS AND POINT COSTS
0 ACTION POINTS
* Passing one’s Turn
1 ACTION POINT
* Opening a door, chest, or trapdoor

The Gameplay

GAME PLAY EXAMPLE
The characters of Lance, Taylor and Sam are exploring an ancient
manor and have just entered its dance hall when the door behind
them slams shut as they realize they are trapped. Andrea, the
Weaver, then reveals the true intentions of an elf kin enchantress of
the Undying Flame, there to visit vengeance on them.
The game now enters Event Mode, with a rapid Initial Phase, because
the characters are not under any Condition.
In the Decision Phase, the Weaver requires the Readiness scores of
the group.

* Retrieving and using an item from a belt bag

(Lance)
Primordial

* Shooting a crossbow

(Andrea)
Elf kin

(Sam)
Dwardur

The characters of Lance, Sam and Taylor survive the attack
by the skin of their teeth, but will be faced with the effects of
Burning in the following Round.
During the Recovery Phase, all PCs and NPCs recover AP as per the
general rule. The Primordial recovers 2AP (their Readiness being 4),
restoring their Action Points to max. The elf kin enchantress should
recover 3AP, with Readiness 5, but because she is Winded (yellow
segment), instead, she only receives 2. The Dwardur and the Human
recover 3AP.

(Taylor)
Human

* Shooting a f irearm
* Discussing with another character
* Activating an INTERRUPTION or REACTION
* Disengaging from a melee attack
2 ACTION POINTS
* Walking
* Attacking with a one-handed melee weapon
* Shooting a bow

Readiness

4
5
5
6
Because the Primordial is the one with the lowest Readiness, Lance
is the f irst to state their intentions, saying that they want to
retrieve the health potion from their belt to drink it. Andrea, the
Weaver, says that action costs 1 Action Point, Lance notes it down
and updates their character’s Action Points Bar.

* Reloading a crossbow or f irearm
* Casting a LV 1 spell
* Defusing or deactivating a device (lock, trap, etc.)

Both Andrea’s elf kin and Sam’s Dwardur have the same Readiness
score, so they roll 1d6 to determine who acts f irst, to Sam’s favour.

Then, the second Round begins.
In the Initial Phase, the PCs must resolve the Burn condition, since
the meteors set them on f ire, reducing their Health Points even
closer to death’s door.
In the Decision Phase, the turn order remains the same of Round
One, because the Readiness scores have remained the same. Lance
says their Primordial wants to charge the enchantress with a onehanded melee weapon (-4AP) and Andrea that she wants to drink a
greater potion of healing (-1AP) from her belt bag. Sam states they
want to keep attacking the elf kin with the axe (2AP), while Taylor
wishes to reload and shoot their crossbow (5AP).

* Searching something
* Stealing an item from a belt bag of another PC
3 ACTION POINTS
* Attacking with a two-handed melee weapon
* Attacking with a staff

Andrea, then, states they want to cast a LV4 spell that costs
5 AP and updates the Action Points Bar of the Undying Flame
Enchantress, while Sam chooses to rely on the old faithful onehanded axe of their Dwardur and charge the elf kin for 4 AP.

* Attacking with an improvised melee weapon
* Casting a LV 2 spell
* Building a device
* Distilling a potion, poison, or elixir
4 ACTION POINTS

Now, to the Action Phase.
Taylor declares their intention last because their Human has
the highest Readiness score in the f ight. After watching what their
companions and the enemy do, they decide to reload and shoot
their crossbow for 3AP.

* Casting a LV 3 spell
* Retrieving an item from one’s travel pack
* Charging an opponent with a one-handed melee weapon
* Stealing an item from the backpack of another PC
5 ACTION POINTS
* Casting a LV 4 spell
* Charging an opponent with a two-handed weapon
* Crafting an arcane artifact

Now, to the Action Phase.
The order in which characters act during the Action Phase is
determined by whatever amount of APs they have available at that
moment, from the highest to the lowest

With 7 Action Points remaining, Sam now acts f irst, swinging their
one-handed axe and leaving the elf kin on her knee. Then Andrea’s
enchantress, whose Readiness score is higher than the Primordial’s
even if they have the same Action Points left of Lance, drinks the
potion, healing Health Points... although they are not enough to make
a difference. Lance’s Primordial swings again with a one-handed
weapon, killing her, as the bolt shot by the Human pierces the lifeless
body of the enchantress.
The characters survived the danger, but just barely.

At 9AP left, Lance goes f irst and their Primordial drinks the potion
for 3 Health Points. The Human and Dwardur are both at 7 Action
Points left, but the former acts before the latter because their
Readiness is higher, shooting a bolt from their beloved crossbow
against Andrea’s enchantress.
Sam’s dwardur charges her, but the elf kin survives both attacks and
conjures a battering swarm of burning meteors on the group.
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Attribute Checks
Did you ever think the result of a single action can
alter the course of events, the life of a person or even
the fate of an entire people?
When a character finds themselves in such an
important predicament, they must roll an Attribute
Check. In these cases, the Weaver provides a
description of the challenge and its type (Solo,
Cooperative, Over Time, Opposed), some indications
about the possible outcomes in case of success or
failure, which Attribute is the Check based on and
any Modifiers (Mod).
The player then rolls a number of d6’s equal to their
Dice Pool with the goal of obtaining as many Deed
Points as possible. The number of d6 in the Dice Pool
equals to the sum of the Attribute associated to the
Attribute Check and the Modifiers.
REMINDER
A Dice Pool cannot hold a negative number of dice.

Deed Points
In am Attribute Check, the results of the d6 rolled
from the Dice Pool are not summed together. Instead,
the result of each die is checked against a Threshold
of 4.
Every die that rolls 4 5 or 6 , then earns the
player 1 Deed Point.

Divine favor
Every time a die rolled for an Attribute Check
obtains a 6 , the player can roll another die for that
Attribute Check.

Divine curse
If the number of 1 ’s rolled from the Dice Pool of the
same Attribute Check is greater than that of 5 or 6 ,
the Attribute Check is automatically failed, regardless
of how many Deed Points the player earned.
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Advantage and Disadvantage

Cooperative Attribute Checks

Attribute Checks

When a player rolls an Attribute Check at
Advantage, they roll again all the 1 ’s they have
obtained before determining whether or not the
Attribute Check is automatically failed.

When more characters want to help each other to
achieve success in doing something, they roll for a
Cooperative Attribute Check.

An Opposed Attribute Check pits two characters
one against the other. The Weaver provides a
description of the challenge, determines what should
happen in case of success of failure, which Attribute is
rolled over and any applicable Modifiers.

When suffering from Disadvantage, instead, they
reroll every 6 ’s before determining if and how many
extra dice they can roll.
EXAMPLE
Amanda, Richard’s character, sees that the bridge she needs
to cross the river is damaged beyond repair, f inding herself faced
with the dilemma of spending two more days of travel f inding an
alternate crossing or just ford it after tying a rope on that shore
to bring it to the other, a way to help the rest of the group.
Richard plays Amanda as impulsive and brave, so he says both the
other players and the Weaver that she tries to ford the river.
When she is roughly halfway through the f low of water, the Weaver
says that the current is becoming stronger, so Amanda must pass
a Might Check with a Modif ier of -1. The Weaver secretly consults
their notes:
* if Richard obtains 0 Deed Points, Amanda is swept away by
the current, much of her inventory is unusable, loses 1d6
Health Points slamming onto the rocks on the riverbed and is
brought hours away from the rest of the group.
* if Richard obtains 1 or 2 Deed Points, Amanda is pushed by the
current, but at worst she suffers some bruises and loses only
one item from her Belt Bag before reaching the other bank.
* if Richard obtains 3+ Deed Points, Amanda gives proof of her
strength and tenacity, fording the river with little to no issue.
Richard then consults her Prof ile: Amanda’s Might score is 5, to
which he must apply the Mod-1 resulting in a Dice Pool of 4 dice.

Every player who wishes to help and has a character
capable of doing so rolls their own Dice Pool as usual,
as if they were taking the Attribute Check alone, but
the Weaver checks the result of the Check against the
total Deed Points the participants to the Cooperative
Attribute Check obtained.

Both players form their Dice Pool and the one who
obtains the most Deed Points after any and all rerolls
are done wins the Test.

EXAMPLE
Amanda and Boris, played by Richard and Fran, are trapped in an
old mine and f ind an exit only after hours searching the meandering
sprawl... one barred by an enormous rock.
The players, then, decide to have their characters put their efforts
together to remove the obstacle to their freedom and the Weaver
informs them they must take a Cooperative Check on Might with
no Modif iers.
Amanda’s Might is 5, while Boris’ is 4.
Richard, then, rolls Amanda’s 5 dice, for 3 6 2 5 4 resulting
in one additional die to roll, although it obtains only 2 , for a total
of 3 Deed Points.
Fran then rolls Boris’ 4 dice, obtaining 3 1 4 4 . Sadly, because
Fran rolled more 1’s than 5’s or 6’s, Boris automatically fails
his Attribute Check and does not contribute to the total of Deed
Points.
In spite of their best efforts, Amanda and her companion cannot
remove the rock barring their road to salvation and must f ind
another way out, in the meandering darkness.

Richard rolls: 6 4 2 3 .
Because he rolled a 6, Richard can roll 1 additional die,
which results in a nice 5 , for a total of 3 Deed Points.
Richard takes a sigh of relief: although by not much, Amanda
forded that river unscathed!

Over-time Attribute Checks
A player determines the result of an Over-time
Attribute Check by adding together the Deed Points
obtained over the course of multiple consecutive
Rounds.
REMINDER
An Over-Time Attribute Check can be Cooperative as well.
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Size matters

Visibility

Damage

Conditions

The Wide Lands are home to a smattering of diverse
creatures, from the minuscule Firefairies to the colossal
and mighty giants, the sinuous Leaf-Dryads to the
large and pungent trolls. In Kelios: the prophecy,
creatures can be one of six possible sizes:

When light turns to darkness, the sight of most
creatures is hampered. The Visibility defines the
distance within which a character can see with clarity.

Arcanum: some weapons are coated or made of this
noble metal. Every time you deal damage with this
type of source, for every 6 you roll, you also inflict
a Consume Focus
token to the target.

Characters suffer all manners of afflictions during
their adventures, such as those from spells, curses,
environmental effects, and poisons. Some are
temporary, ending after a specific duration, while others
do so only after they have been actively neutralized
(for example with potions). At the discretion of the
Weaver, however, characters can improvise ways to
end Conditions, such as staying close to a fire to end
Freeze.

* Tiny

* Large

* Small

* Enormous

* Medium

* Giant

Example

Distance

Noon

40U

Dawn/ dusk

20U

Full moon

10U

New Moon

5U

Common: this is the damage dealt by mundane
weapons. Every time you deal damage with this type of
damage source, for every 6 you roll, you also inflict
a Bleed
token to the target.

Measuring distances
In game terms, distances are expressed in Units (U)
that roughly correspond to 5 feet. If you use a gaming
board, the distance between two creatures is equal to
the number of full cells that separate them.

Distance = 2U

Facing and Field of View
The game considers the Front, Rear and Sides
facings of the character to determine what is around
them and in which relation, as shown in the picture.
The Front and Sides of a character are also considered
their Field of View (FoV).

Rear
Side

Side

Distance = 1U

Front

Fire: a damage type associated with the element of
fire, inflicted through contact with a flame, exposition
to high temperatures or by explosions. Every time you
deal damage with this type of damage source, for every
6 you roll, you also inflict a Burn
token to the
target.
Frost: it is a damage associated with the element
of the element of water, inflict through contact with
ice and exposure to low temperatures. Every time you
deal damage with this type of damage source, for every
6 you roll, you also inflict a Freeze
token to
the target.
Lightning: a damage type connected to the element
of air, it is dealt by coruscating bolts of electricity. Every
time you deal damage with this type of damage source,
for every 6 you roll, you also inflict a Stunned
token to the target.
Venom: a damage associated with the element of
earth, dealt by inhaling toxic fumes or contact with
poisonous substances. Every time you deal damage
with this type of damage source, for every 6 you roll
you also inflict a Poisoned
token to the
target.

Damage Immunity

EXAMPLE
Amanda is at the centre of the board and the old elf kin Delynor is
at Distance 1, much like the Troll.
Cunning Boris, instead, is slinking away at Distance 2 from Amanda.
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When an Immunity is granted to a specific type of
Damage, the character might ignore any loss of Health
Points they might normally receive.

Some Conditions, however, can be beneficial, not
just harmful, but all are marked by specific game
accessories, the Tokens.
Conditions come in four type, Green, Red, Yellow
and Black, described down below.

Condition Immunity
Characters who, for any reason, are immune to
specific Conditions ignore their effects.
QUICK START
This Quickstart presents only some damage types and some
Conditions. Follow us for the complete list!

Green Conditions
They always grant a bonus and are cumulative up
to 6 Tokens of the same type.

Restore Focus
If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Restore Focus token,
remove one and your character restores 1
Focus Point, up to their maximum.

Restore Health
If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Restore Health token,
remove one and your character restores 1
Health Point, up to their maximum.
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Red Conditions

Yellow Conditions

They always inflict a penalty to whoever suffers them
and are cumulative up to 6 Tokens of the same type.

Yellow Conditions can be either beneficial or harmful.
A creature can be under the effect of only 1 token per
Yellow Condition.

Bleed

Poisoned

If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Bleed token, they
must pass a Might Check of a level equal to
their Bleed tokens +3.

If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Poisoned token, they
must pass a Might Check of a level equal to
their Poison tokens +3.

On a success, remove all Bleed tokens. Otherwise
remove just one token and lose 1 Health Point.

On a success, remove all Poisoned tokens. Otherwise
remove just one and lose 1 Health Point.

Burn
If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Burn token, they
must pass a Might Check of a level equal to
their Burn tokens +3.

As long as a character is suffering from Poisoned
condition, they cannot recover Health Points (not
even with potions, magical means or the Restore
Health condition).

Stun

On a success, remove all Burn tokens, otherwise
remove them all anyway but the character loses as
many Health Points.

If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Stun token, they
must pass a Willpower Check of a level
equal to their Stun tokens +3.

Consume Focus

On a success, remove all Stun tokens. Otherwise
remove just one token, and for the Round all Mental
Attributes Checks suffer a Negative Modifier equal to
the amount of Stun token the Character was suffering
from at the beginning of the Round.

If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Consume Focus
token, they must pass a Wisdom Check of a
level equal to their Consume Focus tokens +3.
On a success, remove all Consume Focus tokens,
otherwise remove just one token, and lose 1 Focus
Point.
As long as a character is suffering from Consume
Focus condition, they cannot recover Focus Points
(not even with potions, magical means or the Restore
Focus condition).

Freeze
If, at the beginning of the Round, your
character has at least 1 Freeze token, they
must pass a Might Check of a level equal to
their Freeze tokens, +3.
On a success, remove all Freeze tokens. Otherwise
remove just one token, and for the Round all Physical
Attributes Checks suffer a Negative Modifier equal to
the amount of Freeze token the Character was suffering
from at the beginning of the Round.
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Downed
The character is thrown to the ground but can
stand back up with 2 Action Points.
Downed condition immediately ends the Flying
and Levitating conditions.
Def, Mel, Rng, Hnd, Mov, and Rea Checks
suffer Mod-6.

Blind
The character cannot see.
Visibility is reduced to 0U. Any sight-based
Perception Checks are automatically failed.
Def, Mel, Rng, Hnd, Mov, and Per Checks
suffer Mod-6.

Terrifying
The character’s outward presence is terrifying,
striking fear even in the stoutest of heart. Creatures
interacting with somebody under the Terrifying
Condition must pass a Willpower Opposed Check
first.

Terrified
The character is gripped with uncontrollable fear
that forces them to take one irrational action in the
turn, according to what the Weaver says, such as
running as far as they can from the source of their
fear or recklessly leaping into the jaws of danger.

Charmed
The character considers whoever is under the
Hypnotic Condition a good friend, whom they
cannot take hostile actions against and will
intercept attacks against them for the duration of
the Condition.

Silenced
The character cannot speak nor use Masteries that
require them to do so (Spells, Invocations, Shouts,
Bardic Songs, etc)

Mind-controlled
The character is under the control of somebody else
and cannot communicate unless commanded to,
although is aware of their surroundings. In short,
somebody else other than their player controls a
Mind-Controlled character.

Incorporeal
The character is intangible and cannot be
interacted with physical actions, is immune to
Common damage and the Bleed Condition. An
Incorporeal character can move through solid
objects, including other creatures), but cannot end
their movement inside them.

Hypnotic
The character’s charm is powerful enough to alter
the behaviour of those around them. They cannot
be targeted by hostile actions of creatures under the
Charmed Condition.
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Combat and magic

Combat
Melee attacks
Follow these simple steps to perform a melee attack
at any turn of your character:
* Choose a valid target

or otherwise was not hit by the attack and do not suffer
damage.
If the attacker wins, the defender loses an amount of
Health Points equal to the difference in Deed Points
between the two rolls.

* Select the type of melee attack
* Roll for an Opposed Attribute Check (MeleeDefence)

Determining Valid Targets
A character can attack with melee weapons only
targets in adjacent squares and within Line of Sight. If
you do not use graph paper and cells, you can always
ask the Weaver if the target you want your character to
swing at is within arm’s length or not.

23445
for a total of 3 Deed Points.
The goblin’s Defence is 3, so the Weaver rolls 3 dice and obtains

Choose the type of attack you want your character
to perform, which in turn determines its Action Point
cost.

Who obtains the most Deed Points wins the Opposed
Attribute Check.
If the defender wins, they dodged or blocked the
projectile and do not suffer damage.
If the attacker wins, the defender loses an amount of
Health Points equal to the difference in Deed Points
between the two rolls.

116 + 4
for a total of only 1 Deed Point.

AP

Ranged attacks
Follow these simple steps to perform a ranged attack
at any turn of your character:

Attacking with a short weapon

2

* Choose a valid target

Attacking with a one-handed weapon

2

Attacking with a two-handed weapon

3

* Select the type of ranged attack

Attacking with a staff

3

Attacking with an improvised weapon

3

Charging with a short weapon

4

Charging with a one-handed weapon

4

Charging with a two-handed weapon

5

Charging with a staff

5

Charging with an improvised weapon

5

Roll for the Opposed Attribute Check
The attacker rolls a number of dice equal to the
Melee Attribute score of your character, including any
Modifiers, while their target rolls a number of dice
equal to their Defence plus any Modifiers. The one
who obtains the most Deed Points wins the opposed
Attribute Check.
If the defender wins, they dodged, parried, deflected,
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Similarly to fighting in close quarters, roll an amount
of dice equal to your character’s Ranged attribute
score, including relevant Modifiers, versus the target’s
Defence.

However, the goblin obtained a number of 1s greater than the
number of 5s and 6s, turning it into an automatic failure. Hence,
the Health Points of the goblin are reduced by 3.

The attack type

Example

EXAMPLE
Aliya decides to have her character Ester swinging at a goblin with
a one-handed weapon, so on their turn they spend 2 Action Point.
Ester’s Melee score is 5, so Alyia rolls 5 dice and obtains:

Roll for the Opposed Attribute Check

* Roll for an Opposed Attribute Check (RangedDefence)

Determining Valid Targets
Your character can shoot only at targets within
the range of the weapon they are wielding and
within their Line of Sight.

The attack type
Choose the type of attack you want your character
to perform, which in turn determines its Action Point
cost.
Esempio

PA

Attacking with a crossbow

1

Attacking with a firearm

1

Attacking with a bow

2
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The Gods

The Lost Hanging Gardens of Plethra
In the year 1019 of the Age of Heroes, in one of
the funeral chambers of the Temple of Àrael on the
peaks of Valtameri, the City of Alabaster, were found
some pages of an ancient manuscript in an even older
language. Deciphering them took the best scholars in
the world endless toil and even then, the translation is

First Page
It is all over. Now, only silence echoes my thoughts. Around me,
only destruction: what once was a lush garden now lays barren
and dead. It all happened suddenly and terrifyingly. My hand still
trembles, but runs quick on the page; I feel the urge to write, to
note every single detail of what transpired, before it is forgotten,
before the images fade like smoke in the wind. And it is in this tome,
my father’s, that I chose to leave my memory.
It all began when the twins learned of the fruit, the fruit of
discord.
Second page
It was of enchanting beauty, plump, with crimson sap; a fruit so
magnif icent mere words still to this day cannot do it justice. It
was minuscule, at f irst, so small it could f it in the tiny hands of
the twins, and yet none could have imagined for an instant it could
have been fragile. All the contrary. It stood in the light, one could
say, with arrogance, standing tall in the weeds. It was born in
a remote corner of the gardens, so secluded none before the
twins had ever grown anywhere near it. We found it by
happenstance, during one of their usual mad dashes where one
hid and the other relied on his cunning and patience to spot
him and give chase.
It was, then, as I said, by complete chance that they discovered
a new part of the garden and saw the fruit.
For some time, the twins told us, they kept their discovery for
themselves. They visited it, stared at it with rapt curiosity and
f led whenever our father was anywhere nearby. He always ensures
nobody followed him and that the location of the fruit remained
hidden, but he had underestimated the cunning of the little ones!
They had noticed our father’s rhythmic habits and soon they
learned when he was about to arrive, how much time he would
have spent there and when he would have left. They had learned
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lacking at best, but it seems that those pages contain a
chronicle of the origin of the gods. Here is what came
of them.

those habits as if they were a dance; he observed the fruit, fed
it, tore the weeds around it, enjoyed the results of his work and
then left. It was only much later that the twins made us part of
their secret. During one of their visits, the more inquisitive of the
two had noticed our father had planted other buds. Burning with
curiosity, he unearthed them to see them better. They were large,
shining and of perfect shape, covered in hard, coarse skin wrapped
around a warm core. So beautiful they were that he chose to keep
them for himself and, when his brother realized what had happened,
he chose to tell us older siblings the secret to f ind a solution.
Third Page
The more we attempted to shed a light over the matter, the
greater were the doubts we faced. We found the tome in which
our father recorded all; and we learned there had been a First
Seeding with interesting results, though far from the perfection
he was after. He selected new seeds, but numerous did not survive,
strangled by the f irst ones, who were then meticulously removed.
Some bore fruit anyway and our father was satisf ied. For a
time.
[...] We continued our explorations, even in the darkness
of the underground beneath the First River, where we found
the Primordials chained in a magical forge. We learned they were
the First Seeding: the f irst offspring, sentient beings that were
eradicated like weeds by our Father to repurpose their precious
components to fuel another Seeding. Us.
And then came the Fruit of discord.
Fourth Page
All was clear. The cycle was about to repeat itself. A new
generation was about to mature. Another that was better than
us. Another to whom we would have been fed. The terror of this
sudden realization gripped us. We ran to see the Third Seeding and
we witnessed it for untold time, incapable of deciding whether to

destroy it or bring it to safety with us. It was then that one of
the twins took a sickle from out father’s tools and swiftly cut one
of the roots. The fruit shrieked in pain, hatred and fear, a sound we
had never heard before. A sound that terrif ied our brother, whose
hand was now drenched in the crimson sap leaking from the sickle.
He closed in for another strike, but his hand never touched the
fruit, cut from his wrist to arc over our heads and land somewhere
in the garden. We turned, only to witness another arrow of light
piercing through the body of our younger brother, now lying on
the ground almost cleft in twain.
It was our Father. He would not have allowed his grandest
achievement, the Third Seeding, to be tampered with, even if it
meant destroy each and every one of his previous creations. We
knew the truth and we could not accept he could decide over our
existences.
Burning with hatred, the mighty, the second born hurled himself
at our father, drawing on his own body the bolt of light meant to
kill the youngest of us. The bolt tore a hole in his body, but that
wound was not enough to stop him. His muscles swelled with wrath
as he closed the distance with murderous intent, locking our father
in an iron grip. My sister, the third born, blinded our father with
dark words that clouded his mind, while the fourth born sunk her
fangs in his throat so he could not utter the simplest of words.
However, our efforts still were not enough, barely containing his
mounting wrath. As Faahls closed to Xaos, his twin brother laying
in agony on the ground, I moved with sure foot to my father’s
side, and we locked gaze. He was asking for help, for I alone
could understand him.
My hand moved towards him, my lips uttered a faint sound, his
eyes transf ixed on me as I felt agony washing over him. My hand
pierced his f lesh and grasped his life essence. His body squirmed and
writhed but could not break free of the fangs in his throat and the
morass in his mind. So, his light faded. I do not know for how long
we stared at his corpse. Shaken. Lost. Shattered. And yet, however,
elated of our newfound freedom.
I winced only when Faahls clasped my forearm still buried in the
body of our father. He said - It is done. You can let go. It was all over. Only silence echoed my thoughts. Around me, only
destruction: what once had been lush now arid and dead.

distribute them among us. I was given translucent blooms, white
and milky in the f lesh, striped with gold, and a pulsating amber heart
in the middle. At f irst, our brother Mithrios was given greyishbrown sprouts, with bright green stripes, but he gave them to
our sister Anyia, seeing the glint of desire in her eyes. So, he took
from Faahls’ hands some small, dark grey, foul-looking blooms that
had the skin as hard as stone. It was then Silistra’s turn, whom
Faahls gave grey-striped blue sprouts, bound in viscid skin around
a wonderful turquoise drop. He took for himself diverse, irregularly
shaped Blooms and he smiled, looking at them. Then there were the
ones Xaos had found, coarse bound and warm. Faahls felt that he
couldn’t take his eyes off them, drawn by their perfection. Silistra
swiftly attempted to take them, but Mithrios caught her hand
and grasped her wrist in an iron vise, so the crimson seeds slipped.
Anyia took them and handed them to me. I saw them rolling in my
hand. I witnessed their divine perfection, their enchanting beauty.
For an instant I was captured myself too. Then I hurled them as
high and far away as I could, far beyond the gardens of our father,
the lands of Kelios, where nobody would have found them.
Silistra screamed in her coarse voice - NO! - and extended an
abyssal veil over the heavens to catch the seeds, as if f ish in a
net, but my arcane lore sealed them there, unchanging in their
perfection. Those whom future generations called stars. Anyia
gouged her own eyes and place them into the sky to an eternal
watch, to prevent anyone stealing the stars. Those same eyes that
were given the name of moons.
- We did what had to be done - said Faahls - The destiny
of a new Seeding is in our hands, to nurture and guide. So, he turned for a last word with his twin - Farewell, Xaos,
my brother.
- Leave me not, leave me not, I beg you... No ... No ... NOOOOO
- Xaos crackled, voice wracked with pain.
I took our father’s tome, right beside him, and we left that
accursed place, each on their own way, where we snuffed our
father’s f lame, left Xaos to his pain and the fruit of discord
languished between life and undeath.
“The cycle of life and death”, our father would have called it. So,
I left.
Camar

Faahls turned to us - It is now our burden - his f ist still clenched
around the new Blooms, the ones he had found with Xaos, to
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Chapter 5

The Gods

The deities
Anyia: the younger of the two divine sisters and the
fourth Bloom of the Second Seeding, often portrayed
as a middle-aged woman of thing, yet well-toned, built
with long, jet black hair. She is called the Mother, the
Warrior Maiden, She Who Watches In The Night, the
Huntmistress and the She-Wolf.
Camar: since the earliest findings, Camar, the first
Bloom of the Second Seeding, has always been known
for his insatiable thirst for knowledge and the urge
to write down anything the world had to offer. He is
worshiped as the Old Man, the High Scribe, the First
Judge, the Scholar of the Heavenly Stars and the Ibis.
Heres: one of the deities worshiped during the Age
of Heroes, the first and maybe only Bloom of the Third
Seeding. She is remembered under numerous names,
such as the Goddess of the Read Earth, the Devourer
of Souls, the Ruler of the Paradox, the Fruit of Discord
and the Chosen One.
Kelios: one of the eight deities venerated during the
Age of Heroes. He is believed to have been one of the
Firstborns, deities that disappeared after a catastrophe
known as The Harvest that wiped out all life. He is
called the Father, the Evershine, the Last of the Reapers
and the Balance Keeper.
Mithrios: he who climbed the Mount of Ascension
and built his realm on its peak, vanquishing its rock,
snows, and frozen winds on his way to the top, as
well as the scorching heat of the still active caldera
and the eternal storms crowning the mythical
mountain. He is known as the Sacred Warrior,
the High Forge Master, the Undefeated, the
Lord of Crows and the Silver Ram.
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The Wraith Hunters

The wraith hunters
The Wraith Hunters is an adventure for 3 to 5
player characters of Level 1-4. It takes place in the
Kelios: the prophecy setting, in the Principality
of Norsk. It can serve as an introduction to the
BlackSUN game system, but can be easily converted
to any other Game Play System including D&D 5e.

Synopsis

Before you begin

Some unholy denizens of the Paradox known as
Wraiths crossed the border between the two worlds
and now are wandering free in our own and only the
Wraith Hunters can resolve the mystery and ensure the
wedding is ready on time.

Notes for the Weaver
* Read the whole adventure before playing! It will
help you familiarize yourself with the mood
of the adventure, its characters (both PCs and
NPCs), their stories and their motivations.
If you know the adventure, your players will
understand its clues more organically and it will
be easier for you to play the various NPCs.
* Arrange the gaming place so that communicating
with each other is as easy as possible, especially
to facilitate non-verbal communication. It is
often underestimated, but it is key in adding
gravitas to the roleplaying.
* Never forget that you can use background music
for a more immersive atmosphere.
* When it is time to choose characters, share with
your players only the base information of the pregenerated characters, without showing them
the full Character Sheet. After all, playing a
character whose story and demeanour
one likes is much more rewarding than
just their mechanics or equipment.
* If you are playing with people who are not
familiar with the setting, we recommend reading
the The Paradox, The Deities and Heres, the
Ruler of the Paradox paragraphs.
* Make sure you have everything you need to
play: dice, the board, tokens, character sheets
and the Weaver Screen.
* Place the board so that the entrance of the
manor is towards your players.
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Year 1522: the wedding between Evanora of Garl, a
minor household in the Arvorig kingdom, and Luke
Von Dass, cousin thrice removed of Prince Mi-Fhìn of
Norsk, is imminent, but the death of a servant during
its preparations sows chaos between the court staff.

Notes for the Weaver
The Plot Twist
The Hunters are Wraiths themselves and haunt
the manor with the other creatures of the Paradox,
although they are not aware of it. The wedding
between Evanora and count Luke happened 130
years prior (in 1392). Being unable to bear children,
Evanora turned to Claire, a priestess of Heres known
in the Norskan lands for being able to grant any wish.
Claire offered Evanora one of her tarot cards under
the warning that any wish would have had an equal
price. Evanora accepted Claire’s conditions without
hesitation, drawing the card of the Twins. The lady
then gave birth to twin girls, healthy and charming,
and for some time they were a happy family.
However, when the twins turned four, Evanora
realized her daughters not only played with
imaginary friends, but could see, hear, and interact
with the Wraiths of the Paradox.
Evanora then, terrified, summoned a group of Wraith
Hunters (the characters of this adventure) to open a
breach to the Paradox and destroy the bond between
her daughters and the realm of undeath forever. On
the following Night of the Lost, when the Paradox and
the Wide Lands grow closer, the Wraith Hunters tore
a breach open, but were not ready to face what lurked
on the other side.
The Paradox demanded its price and trapped the
souls of Evanora and the Wraith Hunters in a timeless
realm, one with neither memories nor colour, and for
the last 130 years on the Night of the Lost the Paradox
has been placidly and inexorably gnawing at their

souls. One fragment at a time, until only one was left.
Today, on the Night of the Lost, Claire summons the
characters for one last time, unaware of their past or
present, to lead them in their last journey, where they
will have to face the hardest truth to close the portal;
that they are Wraiths themselves.

The characters
Notes for the Weaver
Although you only need 3 players to play this
adventure, we have included five pre-generated
characters. Any unused character can appear as a
Shadow in Scene 5.
All five characters are part of the same guild, have
known each other for a while and hunting Wraiths and
other denizens of the Paradox is their job. The Wraith
Hunters have each their own past and specific reason
to hunt Wraiths, which will inform how to interpret
them during play, although the group should try to act
as consistently as possible towards the common goal.

Read to the Players
Amanda, a human from the Åseral dynasty. Loud.

This is probably the only adjective that does her justice, as well as
clumsy, in everything she does. When she f ights, when she laughs,
even when she makes love. In spite of her at times awkwardness,
however, she is a skilled warrior. Her every swing seems to catch
her off balance, to the point where she looks like she might
fall on her enemies, and yet her graceless f ighting style crushes
through skulls as if they were butter. Many a time, when all
seemed turning for the worst with no way out, Amanda’s maul
battered an exit for the group, beating their enemies into bloody,
pulped submission.
Boris, a human from the Munih dynasty. There is

no egotistical, cowardly, conniving, vainglorious and yet charming
person on hearth than Boris of Fenix, the self-proclaimed most
wanted thief in Arvorig after stealing a legendary sword. Theft
that he cannot wait to recount in excruciating, boisterous details,
especially after a few beers. Of course, the story changes at every
telling, with so many outlandish details that by now not even the
very Boris knows what actually happened. Although at odds with
his personality, some claim that he is the mysterious benefactor

of the Tunnelings, hinting at the absurd eventuality that Boris has
an actual heart.
Cassandra, a human from the Munih dynasty. An

enchantress of the Undying Flame and former member of the
Collegium of Arcanists, she is third in the line of succession of House
Namur of Freeport. Cassandra is proud and haughty, at times even
reckless, and known in the Grand Dutchy of Arvorig for her fervent
hunt of the creatures of the Paradox, although it often happens
that she lets her work carry her away. In Colar and Meneror,
in fact, she set on f ire the crops of two villages and numerous
farms, earning a bounty as “persona non grata and dangerous”.
Her motto is: “Nothing resists f ire, not even lost souls”.
Delynor, an elfkin of the Taevär Kin. FThe Lex

Magister for the fortress-city of Xandia for a long time, he often
abused his power, interpreting the law to mete out excessively
severe sentences. His favourite punishment was forcing prisoners to
dance to a tune he played night and day, without pause, depriving
them of sleep until they confessed crimes they had not committed
and converted to the cult of Camar, the First Divine Judge. His
dedication did not spare the nobility, however, and for that he was
banished and thrown to the people to be stoned. However, Erendil’s
unexpected help allowed him to escape through the latrines.
Erendil, an elfkin of the Dedünar Kin. Erendil does

not remember anything of his childhood, as his dying body was found
at sea near the coast of Arovan when he was but an infant. The
bosun who saved him said his wounds were so severe he did not
think the child would have seen the following dawn, thinking
that one of the air-ships of the elf kin of Alabaster must have
jettisoned the kid to save weight during an attack. Fortunately,
Xemeria, priestess of Silistra, bound the soul of the young man
to her goddess, who took him in among her servants, erasing any
trace of his past. Since then, Erendil does not feel any emotion
save for an inexplicable affection for Delynor, whose life he saved
once already.
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Useful Information
Read to the Players (recommended)
The Paradox

There is a place between life and death where souls are cursed to
linger, a world we cannot see but one meddling with our very own.
Though beyond sight, however, this is a world we can very much
feel. Chills running down one’s spine herald the presence of an unholy
being and at times the two worlds are so close to one another
that the arcane and mystical energies open passages between the
two to allow their denizens through.

The Wraith Hunters

planted a new Blossom, one that evolved into a most beautiful
f lower, Heres. When faced with the produce of the Third Seeding,
fright gripped their divine hearts, the godly twins fearing the same
fate of the Primordials. Xaos, burning with wrath, slashed one of
Heres’ roots with his Father’s sickle, his divine hand cut away by a
bolt of light hurled by the very Kelios just before another felled
Xaos, his form sheared in half.
Mithrios, Anyia, Silistra and Camar, terrif ied, then put an end
to their Father and f led the Evershine’s domains, leaving their twin
brothers to die in agony.
Heres: the Ruler of the Paradox

In the world of the Paradox wander souls who have been lost,
the ones who refused to die and sacrif iced their memories to keep
trudging through un-life or were taken unbeknownst to them.
Here, beings wear down, their spirits yield and f lesh sloughs under
the effects of timeless yet unrelenting lethargy. The corrupting
inf luence of the Paradox alters them beyond recognition, taking
different forms and characteristics when they move beyond our
world. Numerous are these creatures and even more are the
names scholars gave them; zombies, the undead, wandering corpses,
ghasts. To all, however, they are Wraiths.

Born with the Third Seeding of Kelios, she bore his hope of
repopulating the world with their perfection and repair his past
mistakes, the six deities of the Second one.

The deities

In its prime, Norsk was one of the most prosperous realms,
its f leet dominating during the Age of Conquest not only the
northern seas but also the coasts of the Sea of Tethys and Kurali.

Kelios is worshiped under numerous monikers. He is the Father,
the Evershine, the Keeper of Balance or the Last of the Reapers,
the last of the divines of a time that is no more. It is not
to know what happened, though a world before ours was
annihilated by a cataclysm or, perhaps, an internecine war.
All life, including the very gods who shaped it, was eradicated.
All but Kelios.
Although but a divine child, he attempted to repopulate the
world in a First Seeding that bore the Primordials, though the
Evershine found his work but a pale, unacceptable, imitation of
the magnif icence of the world he left behind. A Second Seeding,
then, birthed the six Blossoms we now call deities: Camar, Mithrios,
Silistra, Anyia and the twins Faahls and Xaos, who unearthed the
truth about the work of their father.

Left to die by her divine siblings, Heres sought shelter in the
Paradox and has been plotting her vengeance ever since.
The locations

The adventure takes place in the countryside of Oris, a port
town on the Sea of the Frozen Wyrm, to the south-east of the
Principate of Norsk, a land most often taking more than giving.

Prince Mi-Fhìn, a human with elf kin blood, has been ruling
Norsk for more than 140 years, seated on the throne by
his mother after deposing the previous sovereign. Truth
be told, however, prince Mi-Fhìn is quite the incompetent ruler.
Both because of the decadence of his realm and a costly war
to quell the rebellion of the Ordenfel Archipelago to its west,
the Principate was forced to sign a treaty with the Collegium of
Arcanists in Arvorig to bolster its naval assets in exchange for the
right for College members to explore the Norsk lands in the north
and the isles on its western shores.
They could, it is said, hold a mighty power, maybe even one
connected to the Portals.

They learned of the existence of the Primordials, the f irst living
kin, imprisoned and eradicated by Kelios himself as weeds to be
expunged from a garden and fed to the Second Seeding, the divines.
However, that was not all they learned, for the Father had
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The adventure begins
Read to the Players
Evanora is the third daughter of baron Maarc of Garl, a minor
household in Arvorig, and is engaged with the Norskan count Luke
von Dass. The wedding is an important political moment to seal
an alliance between the two realms and will be held in f ive days in
the manor of count Luke von Dass, in the countryside around the
port city of Oris.
While in the manor the staff is busy at work for the f inal
preparations, one of the servants is found inexplicably dead in the
Vestibule. The staff claims the manor is haunted by Wraiths and
have no intention of returning to work until the matter is settled,
so Claire summons a group of Wraith Hunters to deal with it,
restore peace in the land and allow the wedding to take place.

Scene 1 - Meeting with Claire
The Manor
Read to the Players
The journey to the manor of count Luke von Dass seems neverending. The thick vegetation is slowing you down and mud drags
your steps down as the fog keeps you from keeping the path
through the thick forest, blanketing everything in its grey,
humid embrace. As if that was not enough, neither golden
Agos nor cerulean Ethos seem to be willing to help you in
this moonless night.
You are about to turn face, fearing you took the wrong turn
multiple times, when you see the silhouette of the manor in front
of you, blurred at f irst and ever neater as you grow closer, the
solitary and nostalgic warden of the Alemak Glade and its ancient
trees.
The elegant lines of its main facade, drawing two stories and an
attic split in seven parts, and their vivid boldness harken back to
the majesty of times that are no more, although the darkness of
the night gives it an austere, stern look.
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Notes for the Weaver

Notes for the Weaver

The characters have not crossed any forest, but were
instead summoned by the spiritist Claire directly from
the Paradox, a realm defined by its lack of colour,
and the eternal present its denizens live in. The very
characters are Wraiths and very much part of the
problem.

Claire cuts the chase in providing information,
knowing she cannot sustain the connection with the
characters for long. If they take a good look at Claire,
have the characters roll for a Perception Check:

The rigors of the journey are a metaphor for the
difficulty sentient souls encountered in making contact
with Claire through the veil that separates the Paradox
from our world. Keep in mind that the Paradox
confounds and erases memories, so the characters are
completely unaware of their peculiar condition.

* 1 Deed Point or less: provide only a cursory
description, but provide a minor detail such as
the shape of Claire’s eyes, a scar or a decoration
in her clothing. It is not relevant for the mission,
but it helps in making the game feel more
grounded.
* 2 or 3 Deed Points: Claire is clutching a piece of

The characters who want to take a look at the manor
shall roll for a Perception Check:

* 2 or more Deed Points: the character can see
a figure in the dark, near the main entrance
(Claire), although they are too far away to tell
who. Faint light filters from the windows.

If the players ask Claire why the manor looks so
dejected, she answers that is one of the count’s summer
residences and that, because there are not many foxes
in the neighbouring forest anymore, he prefers to
spend his autumns somewhere else, rather than that
the area has been haunted for 130 years.

* 3 Deed Points or more: large and menacing
beech and linden trees block access to the sides
of the building.

Then, Claire opens the doors of the manor and spurs
the group to take care of their mission within 3 hours.
She may also say that an envoy of the Baron will be
there within that time to assess whether the problem
has been resolved or not; but the truth is that the bond
between Claire and the character will fade in 3 hours
and the adventure will end.

Claire
Read to the Players

She introduces herself as Claire.
“You are f inally here. I was waiting for you, Wraith Hunters. The
wedding feast for baroness Evanora of Garl and count Luke von
Dass will be held in but f ive days and we cannot afford further
delays. This problem must be solved tonight. A poor girl was found
dead in the vestibule and the servants claim to see Wraiths. If it
is the case, we need your help more than ever.”

* 1 Deed Point or less: Claire provides only
vague and unimportant details of the wedding.
Draw from the adventure introduction, in
case, but you can also provide geopolitical
information, although none of that helps the
group in discovering they are Wraiths, because
they must come to the realization on their own.
Should they be told of their true nature, Claire
would lose her bond with the character and
would be forced to wait for another year before
attempting again. So don’t do that! :)
* 3 or more Deed Points: Claire says that there
have not been Wraith Hunters in those lands
for at least 100 years (the last to do so were the
very characters, who were then trapped in the
Paradox after the Breach was opened).

* 1 Deed Point or less: the manor has not been
very well kept: the facade is cracked in multiple
places and the plaster is falling off.

Standing in front of the main gates, there is an
old woman with a with tobacco-colored wrinkled skin.
Certainly she is no longer in the prime of her youth and the
wrinkled skin is the merciless witness of the past moons. Yet she
remains a charming woman with a bewitching gaze.

stone that grants a Mod+3 to Defence Checks against
damage dealt by undead creatures. Asking Claire,
instead, the characters must pass a Charisma Check:

jewellery in her hands and keeps looking behind
your backs, as if expecting to see something
appear all of a sudden. In fact, Claire had to
form a bond with the Paradox to commune with
the souls of the Wraith Hunters and wishes to
make sure no dangerous creature has followed
the characters.

Should the characters try to kill Claire, they would
be enshrouded in mist before they can hurt her.
When the mist disperses, the doors of the manor are
open (if they were not already) and Claire is nowhere
to be seen (see beyond).

* 4 Deed Points or more: Claire is clutching a
piece of jewellery in her hands.
If the characters try to obtain information on Claire’s
jewel, have them rool for a Wisdom Check if they
obtain at least 4 Deed Points, they learn it is a warding
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The woods around the manor
Read to the Players
The forest looks mournful and unsafe. The mere thought of
delving in there sends shivers down your spire.
Notes for the Weaver
Try to remark the sense of unease the protagonist
feels at the prospect of returning to the darkness,
mist, and humidity of the forest. If needed, Claire can
remark the urgency of the mission, that the corpse
of the young woman is still in the vestibule, that no
Wraith has been sighted out of the manor or that it
would not be wise to return to the woods.

The Wraith Hunters

Scene 2 - Inside the manor
The vestibule
Read to the Players
The heavy wooden doors are f inely carved, bearing the three
silver boars of the Von Dass. Once open, you are in the vestibule.
On one hand, you see a cycle of frescoes portraying common fox
hunting scenes with the nobility preparing for a hunt in front of a
beautiful manor. In front of you, a young woman is on the f loor,
her face covered in dried blood.

If a character returns to the forest anyway, tell them
that they rapidly lose their bearing and after a long
meandering they find themselves back in front of the
manor’s main gates: the characters cannot return to the
Paradox (at least until their time is up or the Breach is
closed), so they will always be returned to the gates.
This could be the first clue hinting at something being
very wrong.

Notes for the Weaver
1. At the centre of the vestibule, a young woman
lies dead on the floor. If the group wants to
investigate the corpse, they must roll for a
Perception Check:
*
1 Deed Point or more: the young
woman was a servant and has a deep gash on
her throat.
There are no other significant clues that can be found
about the poor woman’s lifeless body.
In her pockets, 1 copper coin, probably her wage.

The Hall
Read to the Players
The hall is plunged in darkness, barely lit by the two weak
chandeliers at either end. Clouds of f lies buzz by your faces as
the nauseating smell of putrefying f lesh slams into your nose, so
strong you almost vomit. You hear the noise of shuff ling steps
over the stone: you are not alone.
Notes for the Weaver
As all the characters are in the Hall, the doors of the
manor grind closed and cannot be opened, neither
with brawn nor with brains. Nor can the windows
be opened or harmed, because the manor has been
infected by the Paradox.
2. In the Hall are waiting 2 zombies per character in
the group, wandering aimlessly, whose profiles
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you can find at the end of this Book.
The zombies are lost souls who crossed the Breach
between our world and Paradox by the ritual
the very characters performed 130 years before
to break the bond between the realm of undeath
and Lara and Charline, the twin daughters of baroness
Evanora.
Once back into our world, the bodies of these
creatures are in constant state of decomposition,
walking erratically towards any nearby light source.
The zombies do not attack the characters, recognizing
them as fellow soul-les ones, but will defend themselves
if attacked, which we recommend to as a Horde.
If the characters observe the zombies, have them roll
for a Wisdom Check:
* 0 Deed Points: the characters see only obscene
creatures in the zombies, inhuman roaches or
rats that infest our beautiful world.
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[First clue for Delynor] If Delynor obtains at least
4 Deed Points in this Check, you can tell his player
that the tune reminds him of a familiar ritual litany.
In the basement, in fact, the Shadows (the part of the
souls of the characters that has already been corrupted
by the Paradox) are performing a ritual.

* 1 or 2 Deed Points: these creatures must have
been human, once, but they are so decayed
that telling which dynasty they hail from is
impossible. Remember to mention that they
wear different styles of clothing, some from
the time the characters were still alive, others
from even further back in time... and some the
group has never seen because they died between
between 1392 and 1522, so after the ritual was
performed.

If the characters move the carpet, the find a trapdoor
under a grate they cannot open. The sound is coming
from the basement.
5. On the walls to the sides are to brass chandeliers
with almost consumed candles that spread faint
light. Line of Sight is reduced to 6U for the entire
Hall. The light from the chandeliers draws the
gaze and attention of the presents.

* 3 Deed Points or more: the characters notice
that the zombies are drawn by the light of the
chandeliers. Should they recover them, the
zombies would follow the light like moths to a
flame, much like they would follow Cassandra’s
flames and whatever her target is.

6. To the left is a small, solid wood door that leads
to Scene 4 - North-East Passage. Much like
the rest of the Hall, however, time has not been
kind to this door, and it bears the tell-tale signs
of wear, but its complex and finely crafted lock
seems engaged.

3. To the right, a large and tough oaken double
door leads to a room (see Scene 3 - Ballroom) in
which they can hear somebody playing a muffled
aria on a piano.
If Delynor is present, he is reminded that he likes
music, and this tune specifically, very much.
The group can also hear laughter and the clinking
of glassware from the Ballroom, as if somebody was
having a celebration or a toast. The double doors are

The Keys of the Manor can open this door, hidden in
the mouth of the bear pelt in the Terrace.
If the characters try to pick the lock, they must take a
Handicraft Check.
locked, maybe from the inside, and peeping through
the keyhole does not yield anything. Characters trying
to open the door must pass a Handicraft Check.
* 1 Deed Point or less: the lock does not yield,
and the door remains shut.
*
2 Deed Points or more: the character
force the lock and open the double doors, but
everything grows silent as they do (see Scene
3 - Ballroom).

* 6 Deed Points or more: the characters pick the
lock and open the door (see Scene 4 - NorthEast Passage).

4. At the centre of the room is a worn down, highly
flammable carpet. Any flame would set it on fire,
dealing 4 wounds to anybody in contact with it.

[First clue for Boris] If Boris picks the lock,
they remember they saw a similar device in the past,
but cannot remember where. Much like for Delynor,
all characters are reliving, minus some details, what
happened during that fateful Night of the Lost 130
years before.

When the characters grow near the carpet, make
them roll for a Readiness Check.

If the characters attempt to bash the door down, they
must take a Might Opposed Check against 4.

Quando i personaggi sono in prossimità del tappeto,
devono fare una Prova di Percezione.

[First clue for Amanda] If Amanda bashes the door
down, she remembers to have already done that to a
similar door, but cannot focus on the details. Much
like for Delynor, all characters are reliving, minus
some details, what happened during that fateful Night
of the Lost 130 years before.

* 3 Deed Points or less: the characters focus on
the flower embroideries, appreciating how old
the carpet must be.
* 4 Deed Points or more: the character hear a
faint sound coming from underneath the carpet.
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* 5 Deed Points or less: the lock is too complex
to be picked and does not budge.

7. On the far side, the Hall opens on a hemispherical

structure, similar to the apse of some Arvorigan
religious structures, with eight colossal black
marble telamons holding the hemidome. Six
niches in the wall house as many relief statues.
The two statues at the centre of the Hall, instead,
are all round, but much of the detailwork faded
and it is almost impossible to tell their faces.
If the characters try to analyse the statues, they must
roll for a Perception Check.
* 1 Deed Point or less: just give small,
unimportant details, such as saying that noble
houses often hire artists to celebrate their
ancestors.
* 2 or 3 Deed Points: the characters notice that
at the base of the statues are plaques with the
names of the person the statues are dedicated to.
If they are not there, they could have been stolen
or defaced, being often a noble metal such as
gold or silver.
* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters find a
hastily scrawled sign the Wraith Hunters leave
on a surface to mark the area as dangerous.
[First clue for Erendil] If Erendil obtains at least
6 Deed Points inspecting, he recognizes his own
handwriting, proving he has been already here.
8. At the centre of the apse is a 9 feet tall black
marble structure. A long and heavy purple drape
covers its front.
Should the characters remove the cloth, they
would find a mirror beneath, reflecting the
entire Hall as it was during a time of abundance. The
manor as it was 130 years prior, that is, in year 1392.
If the characters observe their reflection, they see
their image wither and for a split-second turn into
a Shadow (thus potentially revealing the true nature
of the Wraith Hunters, although we recommend the
Weaver not to be too explicit in saying it is a Shadow).
If even a single character chooses to look at their
reflection for a while, read the following:

In an instant, pitch-black darkness surrounds you. You feel
lost, prey to endless darkness in a vast wasteland of nothingness.
Your senses betray you, there is neither above nor beyond, your
body feeling as if submerged in water. Cradled by the emptiness,
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lurched back in front of the mirror, but the world around you is
only shades of grey.

The Wraith Hunters

Scene 3 - The Southern Wing
Ballroom

From this moment, the characters can live in two
realities: the one “in colour”, where the denizens of the
Paradox ignore them as their kin, and the one in “black
and white”, where instead they are attacked on sight
by the otherworldly creatures. For the sake of brevity,
the coming paragraphs refer to the former version of
reality, so it is up to you to apply the necessary changes
when shifting to its “black and white” equivalent.
To return to the “colour” version of reality, the group
must shatter the mirror.

Read to the Players
The door slams open and you enter a large and elegant ballroom,
evidently meant for off icial celebrations, banquets, balls and other
festivities. Imposing glass panelling dominates the front wall and
in summer it must project all manners of colours on the golden
stuccos and white marbles that decorate the room. However, the
windows only shoe the endless darkness of the night. The alternating
windows and large mirrors create an illusion of endless depth, while
the fresco on the ceiling, framed by a painted colonnade, raises the
space as it echoes with a pleasant, though source less, music.

Music Room). When they approach one of the
Wraiths, the characters feel cold, as if struck by
chill air.
If the music stops (the zombie at the piano in the
Music Room is slain or the instrument destroyed),
the Wraiths attack the characters, angered by the
disruption.
10. A double walnut door with floral carvings leads
to the Music Room. Although slightly ajar, it is
possible to hear the volume of the music grow in
its proximity.
11. In the far wall of the Ballroom, a small door hides
among the decorations, leading to the SouthEast Passage.
If the characters try to sense their way around, have
them roll for a Perception Check:
* 3 Deed Points or less: the characters do not
see the secret passage in the wall.
* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters feel a
cold draft from behind that wall segment. They
just have to push it to open the passage.
12. To the far right, another double door with glass
panels leads to the Terrace.
13. To the right, a wooden door with golden panels
and tiles portraying hunting scenes on gold leaf
leads to the Cigar Room.

Music Room
Read to the Players
Notes for the Weaver
9. In the Ballroom are dancing 4-6 Wraiths. As long
as the music plays, the Wraiths are not hostile to
the characters and remain hidden to them. Their
profiles are at the end of this book.
If the characters look and sense around them, have
them roll for a Perception Check:
* 3 Deed Points or less: the characters cannot
see the Wraiths, but can clearly hear the piano
symphony echoing in the room.

Sat at the piano, a creature in manifest state of decay is playing
a jaunty tune as a faint blueberry smell hangs in the air.

Notes for the Weaver
14. Much like the other zombies, the pianist does
not attack the characters, for he senses they are
soulless like him. Unlike the rest of the zombie,
however, he does not defend himself if attacked,
but the music shifts to grim and menacing tones.
The creature is playing without music sheets.
If Delynor is present, he remembers he feels a
strong attraction to that music. apply his Music Lover
Background Mastery.
[Second clue for Delynor] SIf Delynor passes the
Check, he begins humming the tune along as if he
knew it, although he cannot remember in which court,
he could have ever heard it first. Of course, he actually
lived this, the Night of the Lost, 130 other times.
15. Near the windows is an ancient grand piano
of rotting wood and missing a few ivory keys,
although it still sounds as if it was played for the
first time.
16. Thrown to the ground is an old violin with three
strings and something that a long time ago could
have passed for a bow.
Should the music be interrupted, the Wraiths in the
Ballroom would grow restless and attack the characters
as the music takes a menacing swell. If the zombie is
killed, the characters can try to hum, which could be a
Wisdom Check.
* 3 Deed Points or less: the characters cannot
remember the catchy tune they heard before
entering the room.
* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters hum the
aria the pianist was playing.
If the characters want to play an instrument, have
them roll for a Charisma Check.
* 3 Deed Points or less: the characters only
produce a grating cacophony, and the Wraiths
stop dancing to attack the group.
* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters play a
melody that calms the Wraiths down. After 3
Rounds the Wraiths leave the ball and disappear.

* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters realize
the music comes from the adjacent toom (see
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South-East Passage

Terrace

Read to the Players

Read to the Players

Behind a small door is a secret passage with much simpler walls
and a light shining not too far off. A large brass brazier spreads
pleasant warmth in the bay window, surrounded by denizens of the
Paradox who stare at the f lame.

Beyond the glass window, you enter a closed veranda. In the
far end, a sly looking creature is sitting at a long wooden table,
stretching its feet on a bearskin rug.

21. To the right, a closed but unlocked door leads to
the Trophy Room. A character looking through
the keyhole spots a Shadow, visible only for an
instant.

Trophy Room
Read to the Players

lock. Inside, they find 15 Gold Coins, 6 silver
coins and 4 copper.
[Second clue for Boris] If Boris opens the second
chest, he stops for a split second, as if having a déjà-vu.
He feels like he did the same thing previously but he
doesn’t remember the details.

Used for the evening entertainment, the Trophy Room proudly
boasts the wealth of the Von Dass. The walls are festooned with
chamois and ibex antlers, while the stuffed heads of deer, boars,
and other local game peer from behind voluminous drapes of clear
Asmaran origin.

Notes for the Weaver
18. In the end of the bear skin are the Keys of the
Manor [see Handout].

Notes for the Weaver
17. 2-3 Zombies have surrounded the brazier, drawn
by its light. They look harmless and attack the
characters only in self-defence.
[Primo indizio per Cassandra] Se Cassandra
witnesses the scene, she feels the uncontrollable urge
to immolate these abominations in the flames of
the pyre and must roll for a Willpower Check:
* 3 Deed Points or less: Cassandra loses
control and attempts to scour away with
fire any denizen of the Paradox in front of her
(including the very characters, although she
does not understand it could have happened,
once she returns to her senses). Remember to
apply the Relentless Background Mastery!
* 4 Deed Points or more: Cassandra controls her
instincts, although memories surface up in her
mind: in the past, she set on fire a manor just
like this one.

19. The zombie is the keeper of the Manor, sleeping
on the wooden bench. If the characters draw
weapons, cast spells at him or have otherwise
hostile behaviours, he crouches in foetal position,
terrified and does not attack the group.

Cigar room
Read to the Players
The smell of burning tobacco is pungent. Against the
left wall you see a golden bench upholstered in red velvet,
bearing the Von Dass crest.

22. In a corner, two wood and wrought iron chests
are surrounded with a scattering of golden coins
on the floor. One seems to be closed, the other
slightly ajar.
* The ajar one has two large lateral handles
and two keys hanging from the lid. Inside,
it is finely decorated in silver and the complex
locking mechanism is hidden behind a slate
of highlighter iron. wrapped in purple cloth, a
beltbag with a legendary item (choose one from
the list in the Rulebook).
* On the floor, 2 copper coins, 5 silver coins and
3 gold ones.

Notes for the Weaver
20. The bench only contains a cigar still in somewhat
good conditions. Hidden underneath the bench
is a beltbag with the initials LvD, containing a
Major Healing Potion and 2 Gold Coins.
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Notes for the Weaver

* The second chest is locked, with two locks
hinting at a complex mechanism.
If the character attempt to pick the lock, they must
roll for a Handicraft Check for each.
* 5 Deed Points or less: the lock remains closed.
* 6 Deed Points or more: the character picks the
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Scene 4 - The North Wing
South-East Passage
Read to the Players
The South-East Passage would be plunged in pitch black darkness
if it was not for the sudden f lash dancing in the bow window at
the end of the corridor.
Cracks run along the walls of the passage and three large
windows are open into the darkness on the wall to the right and
gasping in the distance runs shivers down your spine.

The Wraith Hunters

The two children are the Wraiths of Lara and
Charline, the daughters of baroness Evanora of Garl
and count Luke Von Dass (see Library).
24. At the end of the corridor, to the left, is a double
window leading to the Lodge. The glass is
shattered and the cold air of the night creeps in
from the outside.
25. At the centre of the bow winder, a brazier burns
faint. Around it, 2-3 zombies stare raptly at its
light. Beyond the windows, the characters can
see the thick forest surrounding the manor, the
moonless night and the fog hanging between the
trees.

Library
Read to the Players
You enter the private Library of count Von Dass and his consort.
The smell of mold and old books hangs dense and mingles with that
of the dust coating the shelves, showing that the staff f led before
they could tidy the room. On the left wall, right above an inlaid
cabinet, a lighter shape shows a painting is missing.
Notes for the Weaver

* 1 Deed Point or less: the characters
feel their clothing moving, as if under
the wind.
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Have the characters roll for a Willpower Check.
* 1 Deed Point or less: the characters suffer the
Terrified condition for a Round and must run
to the manor gates.

The eyes of Anyia brighten the night and the wild forest
encircling this manor. I cannot sleep and my consort has not
enjoyed a proper night of sleep for weeks. You who witness us in
the starlit nights, who listen to our prayers, why do you grant us
not our wish?

* 2 or 3 Deed Points: the characters suffer the
Terrified condition for a Round and crouch,
eyes closed to be spared the disturbing sight.

Liv, my maiden, spoke of a certain Claire, who seems to have
helped many in their hour of need. I know not who else to ask.
Please, I only ask for a sign.

* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters suffer
the Terrified condition for a Round and lash
out, trying to hit everything in the room.
27. At the end of the room is a desk with a dried
inkwell. The only drawer still contains the journal
of baroness Evanora of Garl. If the group reads
it, their attention is drawn by a few fragments.
We recommend reading the first 3 fragments to
your players and read further only if they say
they do so.

The music, the euphoria of the dancing, the cries of joy, the
sumptuous feast, and the cutting of the ribbon. Details that swirl
in my mind and I will cherish forever. I am happy. The sun has set
in this hot summer night and the moons Agos and Ethros bless us
with their presence. I would have never thought to f ind love in
the frozen lands of the North, but the count, with his kind,
respectful and well-read manners won me over. Although the
wedding was arranged to seal an alliance between our realms, it
seems I can still f ind happiness!

All the characters near this door must pass a Wisdom
Check.

* 4 Deed Points or more: the characters see the
Shadows of two girls roughly four years old
running after each other along the South-East
Passage. They look happy playing tafatt (one
runs after the other to touch her, while she tries
to avoid the contact). They look to be headed
to the door of the Library, where they look at
the characters (they wave at them or try to hide
behind them) before moving through the closed
door.

Last Day of the Second Month of Sunscorch, 1393

XV day of the Second Month of Primeharvest, 1392

23. On the left, a wooden door stands out from the
wall with its vibrant red, decorated with an ibis
as it is devoured by a wolf, leading to the Library.

* 2 or 3 Deed Points: the characters hear the
indistinct voices of two girls playing and the
echoes of steps that sound like they are chasing
each other in the corridors.

abyssal pits.

Notes for the Weaver
26. At the centre of the room are the Wraiths of Lara
and Charline, the twin daughters of baroness
Evanora of Garl and count Luke Von Dass.
The two four-year-olds are happily playing and
jumping, throwing a ball at each other, only to vanish
if the characters approach them.
Should the characters be in the “black and white”
world, they instead shriek out before vanishing, their
faces contorting in a terrifying grimace and their
mouths opening unnaturally as their eyes turn into

VI day f the Second Month of Firstdawn, 393
Dread assails us and sadness f ills our hearts. Although we wish it
with all our souls, the goddess has not blessed us with offsprings.
The naysayers at court whisper and their poison have made its
way to our own ears. They say our union is cursed and that this
wedding is doomed to not bear fruit.
I pray our goddess to heed our pleas and bring light to our
nights.

XVII day of the First Month of Frostfall, 1393
Today we welcomed Claire in our home. Her dubious fame precedes
her. Some called her out for blasphemy, others accuse her of
conning the destitute, many fear her rites. However, she is our
only hope.
In our presence, she observed us for long without uttering sound,
a distressing silence we broke f irst. Impassible she listened, as we
shared with her our wish to become parents and she watched us
in silence as we shed all our tears. She then handed us a deck of
Tarots and told us to draw one. We were speechless. We shared
with her all our grief and all she had to offer was a Tarot card!?
I picked one, thinking the Vestals were right and we our trust
was misplaced, but as I was about to see the card Claire told me
every wish always comes with a matching price.
Then she left.
I then looked at the card the Tarots had in store for me: it
was the Twins.
XI day of the Third Month of Lastdawn, 1393
It has been about 90 days since we met Claire and, thinking back
to those moments, I can only say that, feeling these lives grow in
my womb, that I am ready to pay that price a hundred times over.
X day of the Third Month of Sunscorch, 1394
They are here! One week ago, our daughters were born, healthy
and most beautiful. Boundless joy f ills my heart. We called them
Claire and Charline, our most precious.
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If the characters try to pick its lock, they must roll for
a Handicraft Check.

XVI day of the Second Month of Sunscorch, 1398

* 4 Deed Points or less: nothing happens.

TClaire and Charline will be four soon. I know it should be a day
for celebration, but I am worried beyond reason for them. I have
noticed at times they stop doing whatever they were doing and
stare in the distance, smile, wave, clap their hands and talk as
if somebody was there, although the room is empty. The other
night, I was about to kiss them good night and heard them laugh
beyond the door to their room. Once in, I could have sworn I saw
something.

* 5 Deed Points or more: the character picks the
lock. Inside, they find a small dagger.
31. On the right, the Lodge leads to what was the
inner garden of the manor, now made impassable
by the encroaching nature.

Lodge

This part of the manor houses a small private collection of quite
mediocre paintings and some of them are missing, hard to tell if
they have been stolen, moved, or sold by necessity.

Read to the Players
The Lodge is an easy access to the garden, although nature
seems to have reclaimed this space. The ceiling is vaulted and
decorated with paintings still in relatively good conditions. A faint
breeze seems to be blowing on this side of the manor.

Notes for the Weaver

Notes for the Weaver
33. At the end of the Gallery is a lit hearth,
although the fire is an illusion. The characters
can move through it without suffering
damage and find the access to the Stairs for
the Basement.

28. Hidden among unimportant books is a rolledup painting, removed from the wall to the left,
of count Luke von Dass and his wife, with the
twins Lara and Charline. Below, it is marked
“Year 1396 - A gift from the royal family for the
third birthday of the children”.

34. A double frosted glass archway leads to the
Winter Garden. The treatment of the glass
prevents the characters from seeing through it.
35. A simple but small door leads to the Pantry.

36. This is the major moment. It is possible that by
now the characters have realized everything and
it is time clear with Claire any remaining doubts
in the matter, although you should still leave
room for the grand finale.
Claire informs the characters that they are
Wraiths themselves, a reflection of their former
life essence and that part of their soul is still trapped
in the Paradox (see Scene 5 - The Basement).
Claire talks openly of everything happened 130 years
before during the Night of the Lost, of Evanora’s wish,
the desperation of the parents who could not have
offsprings and of how they turned to her in desperation.
Claire tells the characters the Tarots had the Twins
in store for Evanora to grant her wish. Overall, Claire
is open to shed light on what happened in the past
and answers sincerely the questions of the characters,
although she will never reveal the future of the group.

In the painting, Evanora is visibly worried, as she is
probably gaining awareness of the bond her daughters
have with the Paradox.
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“Come! I was waiting for you!”

Read to the Players

So Evanora, terrified by the idea, summoned the
Wraith Hunters (the characters) hoping they could
help her.

29. In a drawer of the inlaid cabinet the characters
can find 2 Major Healing Potions.

You open the thin doors of the Winter Garden. A woman sits at
the end of the rooms, presenting her shoulders to you. Although
shrouded in darkness, it is easy to recognize Claire’s prof ile.

Gallery

XVII day of the First Month of Frostfall, 1398

When the line between the worlds blurs, we will act, wrenching any
bond with that colourless realm and free them, forever.

Read to the Players

32. In the Lodge and the garden are 3-4 wandering
zombies.

Evanora realized her daughters did not play with
imaginary friends but could see, hear, and interact
with Wraiths from the Paradox.

The Wraith Hunters will help us. We will open a Breach between
our world and the Paradox. My beloved must not suffer for a wish
of mine. Yes, I wanted them with all my heart, I f inally felt we were
one, a family, I felt that joy I had wished for so long. But, had I
known, had I realized what I would have exposed them to, I would
have never accepted this compromise.

Winter garden

Notes for the Weaver
30. Beside the Lodge is a small wooden and inlaid
locked settle with artful and well-kept carvings.

Claire might invite the characters to complete what
they failed to do 130 years before, showing them the
back of the Tarot deck and inviting them to seal their
destiny by picking one.
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The Tarot deck counts only 8 cards (possibly
hinting that many desperate souls have relied on
Claire’s services in the last 130 years), available in the
Handouts:
* the protector of the abyss
* the sudden death

The Wraith Hunters

Stairs for the Basement
Read to the Players
A room hidden from sight with an illusion, who would have thought!
A ladder delves in the darkness from which come chanting voices.

* the right path
* the seven lives
* the unexpected fortune
* the obscure arcanum
If a character picks a card, describe only the art on
the card. The Special Masteries associated to each card
trigger immediately, but are not known to the player.
Characters can pick more than one card, triggering
all their Special Masteries.

Pantry
Read to the Players
The smell of rotten food ravages your nostrils as a cloud of bugs
f lies through the open door.

Read to the Players
In the basement of this old manor hides a dreadful secret.
Standing around a ritual circle, f ive Shadows chant mystical verses
in a guttural language from another world as they dance around a
woman on her knees, eyes lost in a deep trance.
Notes for the Weaver

* the ruined tower
* the lady

Scene 5 - The basement

Notes for the Weaver
38. Once all characters have delved into the darkness,
move to Scene 5.

A. At the centre of the room is the Breach in which
swirl ancestral mystical forces, awakened, and
channelled by a complex ritual. If the characters
reach the Shadows within 3 hours of the
beginning of the adventure, as Claire told them,
the Breach is still closed.
If the characters instead arrive to this room later,
then the world of the Wide Lands and the Paradox
are aligned and the Breach opens wide in front of
the characters, right as an Undead Troll crosses the
Breach.
The portal can be sealed if the ritual is interrupted,
and all the officers killed (the 5 Shadows and Evanora).
If a character crosses the Breach, the last pure fragment
of their soul succumbs to the Paradox and they vanish
forever, replaced in the game by their Shadow.
B. B. Evanora is officiating the ritual, seemingly
entirely taken over by the mystical forces
unleashed during the chanting.
She has two separate profiles: one before the
opening of the Breach (Trapped Evanora) and one
after (Corrupted Evanora).

Notes for the Weaver
37. Nothing edible is left here. Nothing at all.
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Trapped Evanora turns to the characters with
honeyed words, inviting them to yield to the Paradox,
to welcome the forces of Heres and join the rest of
their own souls to be finally whole and end the ritual
for which they were destined. In this form, Evanora is
not aggressive, tries to avoid conflict to stall for time,
complete the ritual and convince the characters to join
her cause as they did in life. Evanora invites multiple
times the characters to embrace their destiny and join
the fragments of their souls (as the characters your
players have played throughout the adventure are the
last fragment of their pure soul while the Shadows are
that part that already embraced the power of Heres).

Corrupted Evanora manifests when the Breach
opens, overwhelmed by the power of Heres. By now,
Corrupted Evanora and the Shadows (see below)
attempt to eliminate the characters by any means
necessary.
C. The Shadows represent that part of the soul of
the characters that has been subjugated by the
Paradox over the course of the last 130 years, each
of them then being one of the Wraith Hunters.
When the portal is still closed, they only chant
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Frequently Asked Questions
a. Why did Claire help Evanora?
Claire offered her services out of generosity, as the
bond with the Paradox is not seen as a curse, although
this aspect is not easy to understand for somebody
who is not a disciple of Heres.
b. Why did Claire summons the Wraith Hunters?
With their intervention, the Wraith Hunters
disrupted the balance between worlds and Claire’s goal
is to fix it.
the rite to open it and dance around the ritual
circle, although will strike back if attacked.

c. How many times has Claire already summoned
the characters?

When the Breach opens, they immediately attack the
characters to kill them and claim the last fragment of
their soul. When a Shadow is killed by a character, roll
1d6 against the list down below.

For 130 years, during the Night of the Lost when
the veil between the two realms is thinnest, Claire
summons the sentient fragment of the souls of the
Wraith Hunters (the one your players play).

1. Amanda
2. Boris
3. Cassandra
4. Delynor
5. Erendil
6. Divine Miracle
On a result between 1 and 5, as it dies the Shadow
takes the appearance of the matching character. If
the character dealing the killing blow is the same
the Shadow turned into, they suffer the Dead
condition, and their soul is destroyed. On a 6,
the Shadow loses its original form and returns
to the Paradox. If a Shadow kills a character, roll
1d6 against the previous list. If the Shadow has
taken the appearance of the slain character, it acquires
the last fragment of their soul, and we suggest having
the player play their character on Evanora’s side as a
new antagonist rather than have them sit the rest of
the fight out.
G. The barrels in the room are full of a strong and
highly flammable liquor. It requires but a tiny
spark and... the whole room suffers 6d6 Fire
wounds they can reduce with Defence Check.
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d. Who are the Shadows?
They represent the part of the soul of the characters
that accepted to live in the Paradox.
e. So the characters have always failed the
previous 130 times? Why?
They never truly failed. The characters have always
made the other choice and accepted the offer of Heres
(who is speaking through Evanora) 129 times.
f.

Why cannot the characters stay longer?
Everything must be over by the time the two
realms separate.
g.
Why do the characters relive part of
their past but in a bizarre way?

During the Night of the Lost, fragments of their past
lives mingle with those of the real world, but they are
just that, fragments. Much like when you try to piece
together the plot of a dream, but you remember only a
handful of elements as your mind rationalizes the gaps.
h. How did Claire live so long?
The priesthood of Heres benefit from a few Masteries
from the Paradox, a realm in which, remember, time
flows differently.
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“Some say the world of the Wide Lands and the
Paradox are made to commune, and yet it is from
this exchange that everything is born.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* The character receives Mod+6 to Defence
Checks. In addition, once per day they can
trigger the Incorporeal condition for 3 Rounds.
* However, when the Incorporeal condition ends,
the character’s Health Points are reduced to 1
and suffer the Exhausted condition.
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“Death means something else in the Paradox. None
is truly alive, so none is truly dead, either. One lives
suspended in time, in a new reality, and for many it
is enough.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* Every time the character reduces the Health
Points of a character, they roll 1d6. On a 6 ,
they instantly inflict them the Dead condition,
* but on a 1 it is them to suffer it.
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The introductory adventure

“The Paradox is an arid and colourless world,
scattered in the sands of time. Black and white, their
shades, reign supreme and the senses cannot see
other colours.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* Every time you roll a 6 in a Check, roll 2 extra
dice instead of one.
* However, every time you roll a 1 in Perception
Checks, your character loses 2 Health Points.

The Wraith Hunters

“The Paradox is a timeless realm, where death cannot
exist without life and they coexist. One becomes the
other and vice versa in an eternal exchange.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* Add seven tokens to your Character Sheet.
When they suffer the Dead condition, the
character suffers it for 1 Round. In the Initial
Phase of the following Round, remove one
token and counter the Dead condition. Then
roll 1d6 and restore an amount of Health Points
equal to the result.
* However, you also remove as many Health Points
from the closest creature to your character.
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“There are those who build their fortune on the sweat
of their brow, others with a bloodline, but disparity
in the Wide Lands shall never stop. In the Paradox,
instead, all are equal, for one’s soul is the only
currency.”
The character drawing this card obtains the following
Legendary Mastery:
* At any moment, the player can choose to reroll
the dice of any Check, regardless of who rolled
them and choose either result.

“The Paradox erodes the soul, one shard at a time, but
leaves neither ash nor dust, only a new, better, being.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* The character is immune to the Downed
condition and gains a Mod+3 to Might Checks,
* but loses 2 Health Points every time they roll a
1 in one.

* However, for every 1 rolled in the Check
before and after the reroll, their character loses
2 Health Points.
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“In the Paradox, arcane energy contorts and takes
weird forms. The laws you think rule existence here
do not apply.”
The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* The character is immune to Level 1 and 2 spells
targeting them,
* but loses 2 Health Points every time they roll a
1 in a Wisdom Check.
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The Wraith Hunters

“The Paradox is a realm without memories, banished
in the sands of time. Memories of your loved ones
fade, but so those of hunger, of the wrongs and
injustices you have suffered.”

Keys of the Manor
These keys open any lock in the manor of Count
Luke Von Dass.

The character drawing this card obtains the
following Legendary Mastery:
* The character is immune to the Charmed and
Dominated conditions and gains a Mod+3 to
Willpower Checks,
* but loses 2 Health Points every time they roll a
1 in one.
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KELIOS: THE PROPHECY
KELIOS: the prophecy is a fantasy tabletop roleplay
game with a simple, immersive, and innovative
system (the BlackSUN system) and an original
setting, compatible with any fantasy RPG.
You can call it epic fantasy, mystical, apocalyptic,
ultimate and, for sure, Fantageddon, strongly
influenced by the works of Andrzej Sapkowski
(the Witcher), Leigh Bardugo (Shadow and Bone),
George R. R. Martin (A Song of Ice And Fire, A
Game of Thrones), Sergej Luk’janenko (World of
Watches) and Tiziana Triana (Luna Nera), with a
wink to the wonderful world of graphic novels (the
sagas of Soleil Productions) and the fantasy animated
series (The Dragon Prince).
It explores the multifaceted aspects of life and
human morality, without presuming to provide
a clear answer, skirting around opposing binary
metanarratives (masculine/feminine; self/other;
sacred/profane; human/inhuman), a theme very
much dear to Hayao Miyazaki.

